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The ALP8,13 Project.Research Component

. -
The specific loals of-the research Component of the ALPSP'droject were-

td fund tn two cycles, for one year's duration-, basic research relaEed,to

language proficiency assessment issues. Guidelines for;solicitinTresearch

proposals, .selecting relevant 'Projects and monitoring selected studies are'
°described in detail in: Language Assessment Project, Progress Report to N1E.

January 28, 1980. A summary of these aCtivities follows:

-A request for proposals was wri.tten by the ALPSP Project Director.

summari.zed the isSues which were to be. researched. They'were
o Cognitive abilities and proficiency in a first and secondlanguage;

Setting end proficiency in e first and second language;

o Competence in classroom cbmmuncation; and

--Methods ,For-essest-i-rig-ienstlege
aftctamty-l-n a Fi-r-et,H

and second language-.

Approximately 217 reqUests for the Proposal
:Solicitatioh (Appendix A)

were made durfng the fftSt fundtng cycle. Of those, .1.8% were from indiViduals,-

19% werel,from persons associated with consulting firms, 42* were from persons

associated with a universrty, and 21% were from persons associated with public

service organizations such-as school districts and state departments of

eslucation. Of those solicitations sent, 1-4% of the requestors'actually sub-

mitted proposals. Appendix 8 summarizes the categories, methodology, purpose

and budget for each proposal submitted during the first phase of solicitation.

A review panel was selected which was.composed of upeer res'earchers'' and

HOractitioners," who were skilled in language AssetsMent tssues within the..



classroom setting.; had 'expertise in ethnography Of cOmmunication, ftrst and

seCond language acquisition, 1angua4e assesament, sociolinguistics, paYcho-',

linguistics, and psychoMetftic research; and had teaching experience in

bilingual programs. Those selected represented scholars from multi-ethnic

backgrounds with collectile expertise in sociolinguistics, firSt and second

1

language acquisition, linguistics, psychology and psychometrics. Geographically,

they represented.the SouthweSlt, the'West Coast; the Midwest, and Canada.

k

Proposals received were prepared for an anonymous.- reVieW and Sent co

panelists for their evaluation. From the cross-válidatio5, of reviewers'
-

ratings, it was possible co rank proposals-. The tOp rated eoposals by.two

or three reviewers, Aiith an average (;:lean) score of 50 or more, were desig-

nated co be further evaluated by all- panelists..

Proposals were rated on relevance co the propoKal solicitation issueS,
/-'

41,

--E4ta \/Le5 fda g j 4nd-71-an for proTectnamagement-.
3,45.4-ors---these cr

three proposals ...4r4 seleéted for ;he, First cycle of funding; They were:
-

I.

Bilingual Children's Language Proficiency: An Ethnographic Study

PrinciOal Investigator's: Dr. Flora V. ROdriguez-Brown and

Dr.. Lucia Elias7Olivares, University of Illinois at Chicago

.Circle, P.O. Box 4348, Chicago. Illinois .60608.;

Linguistic Interde4endence Among Japanese and VietnameSe Immiai-ant

Students

Principal Investigators: Or. Jim Cummins, Dr. Merrill Swain

And Daina Green, Ontario InStitute for Studies in Education,

'252 Bloor Sereet West', Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 1V6:



r".

o <>

Ms:Jean HandsComhe and Chau Iran, North YOrk Board Of

Education, Willowda.le,--Ontario; and Ms. Kazuko Nakajima,.

The Relationshi0 between Native Language Reading Comorehension,,Second

tsnguaga Reading Comprehension, and -Second,LangUage Oral Abilit?

Project Olrector: Ms. Betsy.J.
Tre,gar,,Boston.Publ_ic Schools,

Lau Unrt, Boston School Committee, 26 Court Street, Boston,

Massachusetts 02108;

Principal investigators: Maria Brisk, ROlelima lndrisano and

Maria Lombardo, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215

The secOnd cycle for soliticitrng resprch consisted of the following

steps: revision of the.original ALPBP project Request for Proposals (RFP)

(Appendix C)t confirmation of.the first year review panelists availability
to participate in the proposal review,_ and adaptation of the first year

procedures for receiving'and
evaluating incomtng prOposals,

The proposa-1 soiicitation was sent out to approximately
297 individualse e

4

and/or institutions. Of Ase approximatelli 267% re new requescors. 0f all

:he individuals who received proposal solicitat ons 14% or 41 individuals

responded by submitting proposals. The breakdown of second year pr000sals

by area, purpose, methodology, and budget is found in Aopendix 0 to the

Research Report.

As with the first year proposals, they were rated:on their relevance to-\
the proposal solicittiorriSsues, quality of design, and plan for' project.

management. Based on these crttera three proposals were. select. Hney*.



Methods of Analyzing DIscburse in English 4nd Spanisn'to Determine

Language Proriciency

--1''14qAtt01 triqd4tTfato'r't: 0 . .Heten Slaught.r, Tucson Unified

School District, Tucaon, Arizona and OrAdrian Bennett, Centro
de Estudios PUertoriquenos,rNew York, New York;

Study of Graphic Sense and Its Effects on the Acquisition of Literacy

Principal Investigator: Dr. Edwardo
Hernandez-Chavez, lns.trtuto

de Lengua V Culture, Concord, California;

nLimfted" Language Proficiency of Mexican-American Third Grade Students:
A Problem in the Definition .and Measurement of Bilingualism

Principal Investigator: Or. Zoe Ann Hayes,'University of Nevada,

Las Vegas, Nevada

A description of each study in terms,o its p pose, the Tesearch ciPs7
tions; methodology and findings follow. Findings ere related to the four*

areas of researCh outlined in the ALPBP Request for Proposals.. Final reports
foT each study.4re found. in theALPBP Project Final Reports, Fie§t Fundigg
Cycle and Second Funding Cycle.
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Nor

Children's.Home and School Langdage: An EthnOgraphic-Sociolinguistic

Perspective-. P.D. Flora Rodriquez-Brown, Lutia:Elias-OlivareS. The general

purposes of the study are to:.

describe characteristics of the coMmunity language
use and,attitudes and their relationship to the
families of the target children in the study;

o determine the congruency between the language constructs
used to measure language proficiency and the natural
language repertoire of the target children in
different settings; and

o determine the functional use of questions and commands
and variations related totthe target children's .speech
levels of proficiency.

The study focused.on a description of language in terms of communicative

'competence following Hymes' (1974) argument that "Communcative competence...:

(i-s) (the chiid' ) ability to participate in its society as not only a.

speaking:but also a communicating member," and the belief that to study

communicative competence one has to focus not only,on form but also on

function in language use... -The basic unit of analysis of the interaction

of language and.social setting is the communicative event with its compo-
....,

nents (Hymes, 1974). The researchers believe language proficiency-testing

should be holistic, that is, it should consider form and function of utterance
. V

when determining levels of proficiency in second language proficiency within

communicative situations which oCcur naturally.

Specifically; th e. purpose of the study.was to explore the following

questions:

What is the relationship between attitudes and .

language 'used in the community and the target
childcen and their parents' attitudes and language
use ih different settings?



!

What doeS.the. datvon the-Community iangUge_reveal
about the relationship'between-lanouage

used in the
communitY and language used in the sdhool setting?

0

What is the relationship between the target children's
natural language and what tests of language proficiency
measure? Are tests measuring what children know and
produce? is there a need for new test constructs?

o What does an analysis of children's use.of questions and
commands in natural settings tell about the' difference in
use in relation to language proficiency levels, settings,
context, etc.?

The children who participated in the study were four girls and two boy.

The children were selected to represent a,range of relative ..language pro-

ficiency, from!Low English (LE), Low Spanish (LS) to. High Englith (HE),

High Spanish (HS) proficiency. The Language Assesiment Scale (LAS) wss°Lised

to determine language priiofcency. -Data collection consisted i classroom

observations, videotaping and tabe recording of certain events at school

and home environments., Field notes were collected durimg observations.

Parents of the children al well as 84 people in the Hispanic community,

representing three differAl age groups were ineerviewed regarding their

attltudes towarld langUage,.school, etd, and their patterna of language.Use.

The unit of analysIS for the yideotape-data W8S defined.as an-interaction,-

or 'a series of conversational turns by two or more speakers around a cOMmon

attivity Or todic which are temporarily relatdd." The sum of the.inter-

actions per child weri considered their language repertoire. Each-child'

repertoire was quantified according to the number of.u4erances, or units of

speechs,(sentences, phrases, words) which express an idea and/or an intent.

Spapish and English utterances for each.child were counted separately because

it was expected that "a 0014 whois more Orofitient In English (would)_
t:



..1Produc6Hmore uteerences in English than vise versau: .For further analysis,
'questions and comMands.which appeared rn the interactions-were classified
according to a taxonomy adepted.from

previous studies. Questions and con,.

rands Were then claSsifiad according to the classroomftontext in which -

.2

. they occurred, i.e., math, reading, etc.

Results of the Study

Relationship between community language use and attitude's.? Eighty four
members of the subjects' community,.as well as their perents, were intervieWed,.

,by one of the prrhcipal inVestigators using the-Femily and Community Lang
Survey Questionnaire which was-developed-for the study. The queStionnaireA,

A
was developed i^n order to gather date aboUt sociological aspacts, language
use patterns, linguistic compate'nce and attitudes towartl language end bilingual
education of members of the Community. it also orOvided a measure of
How these attitudes were reflected in the target childrenli language use
and language choice.. Three age groups were represented:

those who.weFe
r0-20 years old, or .41% of the semple, those who were between 21 and 4o,
32.1% of the sample, and those who were 41 years old,- 26.2% of the sample..
Analysis of the questionnaire responses indicated that of the total sample:
14.3% were born in the continental U.S.; 16% were born in Puerto Rico; and,0
66% were born in Mexico. The majority of the sample had lived in the Unrtea
States for a period of between sjx months and five year%; and 8,3% of
the tampre had lived in the'U.S. for the-laSt ten years. -Only 1.1..9%

haa lsived in the lOcal community atl 'of tneir lives. A mejori*of the

respondents had come directly from Mexico k.66.7%) .or.Puerto Rico (16.7%)...4

4
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,-The majority of thOse interviewed were second. gener\ition
%

residents (ifirst:

family members who wereborn in the U.S.). and 393% were'first gener;ation

(OneWho Is foreign--born'.bUt whO has taken 0-reSidence in y,#,Lu.s.). Thi' '
VI ...Op

,popuLation in this sample had a hig er level' of income %pal h ad completed
.

V

7 - .

..percent (532, earn more than $15,000 per year. The youngest grOup,in the sample
' ..

-

the most educated; 51%.of the .sample, who were yOunger than 20 years of age,.

had Fri-4hed -high schoolwhereas,-none of thoSe whO tyere over_40 years of agehadtt,

. -,,%. , ..
a.high'school diploma. Many Of the respondents. classified themselves as

,

0

more years of education then Samples surveyed in oth"tudie's,'

was

'k '"Mexicano/a" which indicates their 'sociocultural and linguistid identrfication..".

The results from the survey suggested tiltat there

among adults (uslially spouses, family) and diminished

' ,

was'greater use o'f SAanish
c ,

idhen the subjects
.

alternated with their,children and fri,ends. 'in those sit,uafions e higher
. .. .

percentage of use of both languages was reported.- In the ccimmunity" bosp...
.. -

. ,

languages were used. 'Spanish wai Identified aS being theiollangut,ge of choiée ..
.

.
,. e i . :.

for Lnteraction even among those who, were younger'than 20 year's of age..
.,...

..).
tt was found that 45 language'proficienCy in English krimeased, the use o

Spanish diMinished, especially within the younger than 2-0 year-old.. / . .
respondents. Results from parent responSes to the same questionnaire

indicated that their 1,attitude were closely related to,the tvlenty

to forty year old respondents in the community. They rated Engrish as

more hmportant in .bilingual nbighborhoods than cftd'the rest of thosep
surveyed. Results from,the questionnaire are significant in that they_

,

indicate the need to .find out, what members from minolty cOmMunities consider

rt.



to be imOortant apd functional in the educatioP_of therf children. The..
-.,

researchers recommended, that a community's attitudes toward Engl-ish/Spanish

bilingualism be surveyed. before attempting to establish educational programs

for language minority studehts.

The relationstf p betWeen children's natural language use and what

tests of language proficiency measure. Results regarding test constructs

and predictabllity of language proficiency levels were.signi-ficant. In

studying the.congruency between 3 commonly used tests of-language proficiency

and the children's actual language repertoire, it was found that each test

'measures a different aspect of language. The tests examined were: The

James Langdage Dominance Test, the Language A slissment Scale (LAS) and the

Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM) .

It was found that only a very small part of the child's language

repertoire in terms of number of utterances, was taken into account in

assessing language proficiency when using the James Language Dclminance Test,

6,.hich is based on vocabulary production and comprehenSion.. For this reason,
. r r

When assessed with thjs measure, children cOuld appear to be much less pro-

fitient than they actually are.

lt,was found.that in the Spanish form of the LAS!a, 3 5. subtests .(Ohenomic,

4.exical, and oral comprehension) produCed scores with.two or mare-levels of'

difference from the-total- score. These subtests by themselves, it was found,

are not good predictor? of language proficiency, especiefly for children who:

are nOt highly profic.ient in that language. 'The researchers recommend



that since the LAS is one of the mOst widely used tests of language

proficiency in bilingual programs, that.a larger ttUdy should be under7

taken to detemine if these differences between the .total and subtest_

scOres occur consistently.

The BSM purports 6 measure language proficiency in terms Of languase

develdpment using a syntax.construct. An analyiis of its grammatical

structUrei indicates_that although a majority of them are part of the English

proficient children's language repertoirei they represent.a low percentage
of the children's total language repertoire. In Using theSpanish.BSM, it
Was foUnd that e greater, more varied number of structures.were represented,

although some of the structures measured by the BS:M did not appear In any of

the children's repertoire (e.g., the copula "ser").

Based op these findings, the researchers recommend:Contlnued research

tei--"find new test constructs for measuring language proficiency which ere7

natute and shoW a knowledse of, o.rare based On what children

actually do with' 3anguage." They suggest that suCh testt shOulcrepproaCh

the measurement of language proficiency from a wider.,perspective, that of

communicative competenCef where form ant function f language are invOlved:

aridwhereinetural language samples are'thetource'Of information about the
-4*

-students. language proficiency. Since it seems that current tests used to

asse$0 language,profiCiency only tep 6 very small part-of a bilingual child's.
-

linguistic repertoire, itrwas recommended that more research leadinS tO

contrnued development of integrative meisures be undertaken::



Analysis of Children's use of Questions and Commands in Natural Settings.

The use of questions and directives of eight year old Hispanic children in

formal and informal settings was arso examined. FrequencY count of questions

in the corpus demonstrated that questions occur more often in the language.

<,in which the child is more proficient. An analysis of classroom ques

patterns showed that requests for information had the highest frequency

of occurrence in both Spanish and English, followed by yes/no questions.

Requests for permission, requests for cfarification and theoretical questions

had a higher incidence of occurrence among children who were more proficient

ning

in'English. lt was also found that in the fOrmallassroom context, in

both English and Spanish, children asked more information question's. When

the types of questions that occur the most during different activities in

the classroom settings was examined it was found that the majority of the

request for information were asked during the language arts activities.

informal settings, requests for information showed the highest frequency of

occurrence of both English and Spanish.

The ute of dIrectives was' also examined: The most common types of,'
.

d4rectIve used by therchildren studied were: explicit imperatives and im-

bedded imperatives. Both were used to express intent. It was found that

use of directives most often occurs in the language in which the child is

more proficient.

The researchers conclude with recommendations that:

ci\ research continue to explore children's language use
in formal and information settings;

o language be defined from a holistic perspective; and

o. language proficiency be defined according to language
purpose, domain, and other conte*tueol variables.

15



Contribution to t e kFP Goals
A

The general and specific purposes of this study contribute to a better

understanding of sociocultural norms and social perceptions" whith influence
use of L and L in different contextual settings, thus, it contributes td-2

an understanding of three areas of research suggesed by the RFP:

setting and proficiency in a first and second language;

o competence in classroom (and -home) communication; and

o methods for assessing language proficiency in a first
and second language set.ting and proficiency in L

I

and L
2.

The stwely's findings regarding the frequency and distribution of certain

functiOnal. language uses,of school children is significant. Variability

was related not only situationa lly and contextually but also to the use of

Spanish or English according.to participants ethnic affiliation and domain.'
/

It was also found that studrits who were the most competent in school and home

used certain language functions in the use of commOicatNe skills more

frequently than others (e.g., using directives in the dOminant language).

The study`s dodtributlon to language proficiency assessment methddologies

is important because it introduces the concept that language proficiency.

mUst be assessed "within communicative situatiOns Which occur naturally.:11

It is also important in that is doCuments the disCrepancy between types of

lexical and gramMaticaJ. items measured by some highly used tests of langudge

proficidncy and actual lexicon and grammatical
strUctures elementary children

produce in naturally occurring sitUations.
A

N..
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Linguistic Interdependence Among Japanese and Vietnamese Immigrant Students.

Jim Cummins, Merrill Swain, Kazuko Nakajima, Jean Handscombe, Diana Green.

The study was based on the hypothesis that L
1

and L
2

proficiency are mani-

festations of a common underlying pcoficiency and, that therefore, instruc-

tion in eithe
r

L
1

or L
2

is appropriate to promote proficiency underlying

academic skills in,either one or both languages...

The study was designed to investigate Cummins °interdependence hypothesis

among Japanese and Vietnamese immigrant students in Toronto, Canada.

According to the interdependence hypothesis, older immigrant students whose

'L academic proficiency is better developed on arrival in Canada will acquire

English academic skills more rapidly.tan youngergimmigrant students. "Ace
demic language proficiency is used to refer to aspects of language proficiency

which are cognttively-demanding and are manifested in situations where the

communicative actvity is supported only by linguistic cUes. "Context-

reduced" proficiency refers tO Aspects of.language Oroficiency,where. a !Ade

range Ofizaralinguistic and situational cues support the coMmupicative acti-

vity "It isbelieved by the researChers that the ute of Japanese and

Nietnamese immigrant students provides a'stringent;itest of'the hypOthesis'

because'of the 'considerable-differences
between English and the students'-

secOnd languages. Tlie VNO grou represented students with different socio-

economic backgrounds, namely, ypper=.mi-ddle class Japanese students and

Vietnamese refugee students. Specific research questions are:

What is the relationship between the level of LI
proficiency on arrival and..continued developed of LI?

How are academic aspects of L
1
and L2 communicative

proficienc,) related to other dimensions of communicative
.proficiency?-



6 What is the influence of different background (e.gt
personality characteristics, parental educatiob) and
behavioral (e.g. language use patterns) variables on
the,acquisition of English proficiency and maintenance
of L

I
proficiency?

The japarieSe Study: The Japanese samItfle consisted of 91 high socio-
--

economic status students atending grades land 3-and grades 5-and 7 of the

School of Supplementary Japanese Studies in Toronto. From the original

sample, a subsample was selected so that lengthof residence and sex would

be as similar as possible in older and younger groups. Ail parents were

temporary residents who were in Canada for job-related reasons and who in-

tended to eventually return to Japan. Thus, there was high motivation to

maintain their children's Japanese proficiency. The Japanese data collection

procedures included individual interviews in thegnative language with parents

of target students, The students were administered English and Japanese.

group academic language proficiency measures, individual English/Japanese

academic measures, and were interviewed in Japanese and English. The English

academic measures consisted of the second grade Gates McGinitie Vocabulary and

Reading Tests, a written Prepositional Usage Test and'orally administered adapta-

tions of the Antonyms and Sentence Repetition subtests of the Language Assessment

Umpire. The Diagnostic Test of Reading Comprehension and Reading ProficLency

Level I and Level 11 develaped by Toshio Tatsumi was used to test the reading

skills of the sample. The test provides a diagnostic assessment of reading

skills from grade 1 t4rough 6 and is widely used in Japan. Scores were con-

verted to T-scores with a mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10 based on

Japanese norms. Scoring procedures were developed for English proficiency

among Japanese children based on interview data. 'Approximately 25 percent of

the interviews chosen at random provided the basis for developing and refining



scoring categories and Scales based on sophrstication and accUracy of syntaX,:

and richness and detail of information communicated. Ratings of inflectional

use in English were intluded. The final scales in Japanese and English Were

developed partially using categOrtes developed by the researchers ahd re-

vised with data provided by the interviews.

4
. A factor analysis of the English and Japanese proficiency measures was

conducted to examine the relationships among variables and to reduce the

dependent variables to more manageable proportions f r purposes of a multiple

regression analysis. Other analyses which were employed to test specifiC.

hypothesis or confirm findingsmere partial correlational analYsts, nonpar4-.

metric comparisons of sibling Scores, t-tests of the performance Of older and

younger students and regreSslon'analyses involving the full Japanese sample

of 91 students.
;.

J- The Vietnamese Study. The researchers mere unable:to find an adequate

number of Vietnamese LI students and eventually identified and tested only

45 students. All the Vietnamese students in the sample were recent arrivals,
4

the range being 5-22 months. Students were chosen between the ages of 9

and 17 years to ensure that the sample had received s'ome education in Viet-

namese. Group tests were given in both languages but individual interviews

were conducted in English only. A detailed background inter4V1ew was not

carried out although information was obtained from the children about last

grade completed in Vietnam, whether they had studied English in camp, age

and -length of residence in Canada. The reading comprehehsion subtest of

the grade 2 Gates McGihitjes Test and the English 'Prepositional Usage TeSt,

both:used hi the Japanese study, wer,eatso used. In addition,-40-iteM oral



English and Vietnamese Antonym tests were developed such that 30 t\ems in

each test denoted concepts that were the same, or in both languages.

This procedure was intended to allow.direct.comparisons of students' per-

formance across languages, Two Vietnamese written doze tests were developed

to further assess Vietnamese academic skills. One test (a fable) was con-

siderably easier than the othen (an expository passage).

Results of the Study

The Japanese Study. The resultof.the study is regarded 13)L the rer

searchers as,strong evidenoe for the interdependente hypothesis and the

existence of a common underly ing proficiency. Based on a regression analysis,

it was found that individual differences do not greatly affect acquisition

of Lz Syntax as manifested An informal COnversation. Exposure arid use of the

language appear to be considirebly more important,. The researchers conclude' -

that studentS' level of L
1
cognitive academic development-makes a considerable

difference in the rapidity.with which L cognitive' academic proficiency isZ

developed.

_It was found that,there is'a distinction between grammatical- and dis-

courseqor pragmatic) competence as_has been sUggeSted by Bachman Palmer -and

Canale and, also, that:interactiOnal Style is interdependentaCross languages..
In other words, a child who tends to volunteer information and provide-detailed

elaborative responses to questions in Japanese will tend to manifest'the same

types of linguistic behavior in English. The researchers conclude that this

trair..must be related to personality variables. Since they play a major role

determining the ways in WhiCh learners tend to interact in tz. Firtt 1 nguage

cogni,tive/ac,sdemic maturi tY, on the-other hand, exerts an irnportent influence -on



the'rapidi.ty with which L
2 cognitive/academic skillttare developed. The4.

findings suggest that older immigrant students maintain and develo0 their

L
1
skills better than students.who'immigrate at a yoUnger age. It is

.

'significant that these findings are the Same as those reported by Skuthabb--

KangaS.and'Toulomaa;.(J.376)- despite the vast difference

upper-class versus FiniSh working-class) and contexts.

in subjects (JapaneSe

,The researchers conclude by suggesting that LI cognitive/academic pro-

ficiency is oqy one factor influencing the acquisition of L2 proficiency.

It remairis to be seen what other factors are important and to what extent

distinct sets of predictor variables differentially affect the acquisition

of different aspects of language proficiency as well as the continued,develop-

.ment of Japanese ftoficiency.

The Vietnamese-Stur4y. Corxelations amongEnglish and Vietnamese ace-

- -demic proficiency variables shOwed highly, significant relationships both within

and across.languages. Further support for the interdependence hypothesis,
, .

was provided by-strong positive.correlations between age and last grade*in

Vietnam and English and Vietnamese proficiency variables. Cognitive maturity

was also found to be strongly related to Li cognitive/aqademic prOfiCiency.

The same pattern of findings as the Japanese study emerged from the Vietnamese

study. ,Because they were such dissimilar samples, this provided Furiher evi-

dence for the interdependence hypothesis.

.ContrLbuti.on to. the R.rP Goals

This study is sigraficant.in
furthering.opr understanding of the reLa-

tionship between certain aspects, of, language proficiency (academic language

proficiency versUS- context'reduCed
language,proficiency)., and cognitive



abilities of'students whose eges range frOm 7 years' to.17 years of age.. .

As such, the two studles provide greater-understand.ing in the area ofthe.

RFP:* Methods for Assessing Language ProficiencV: jn a First'and 5econd

Language. Malor implications for assessment of language proficiency relate414

-to the finding that the construct of proficiency is not unitary and that

traditional distinctions and modes of assessment (e.g., listening, speakin ,

reading, and writing) may be less-fundmental than distinctions related to

the context in NhiCh the communicative activity takes place °(i.e., context-

embedded versus context-reduced) and the extent to which comMunicative per-

formance is determined byrelativeiy stable-attributes of the indivrdual.:-

t
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Relationship. Between Native and Second Language Reading-Comprehension and

Second language Oral ,Sbillty. BetsY"Tregar end- .Bak Fun Wong. The study

.

need to-implement the .provisions--

.,was motivated,by the Boston Public SChools'

stated in the LAU: ReMedies-. The ihobl district felt a need .to clarifythe
,,concepts of language doMinance and guage broficienty in order to iMpte-

ment.the LAU Remedies%

The purpose bf die study Was to investigatethe.relatiOnship between

native language (LI) and second language (1.2y eeading qomproenoo otr
;-setond language oralability. The. sample foe the study Were four hundred

non-Englkh-d0Minant childrer Of the total sample, 200 were 0h1nese.speaktnT

and-720 SPinish speaking students in grades'3-8. All. students were classified

as either LAU categorY A (monolingual, in a lan..juage -ottier than English) or

"B (predominant speaker of a language other than. Engli.th).. Oral. language

and.cloze reading:measures were adMinistered. In Engltsh,-.Spanish. and Chinese

The cloze measures were developed by the Boston Public School,'s LAU Unit.- The

cloze format was,used because it had been shown to be a generatty valid Measure

of Teading com6r4hension.

ResUlts of the. Study.

7
In general, it Was found-that

2 reading:scores were higher for students-.

rea-ing-a-t grade tevel in L1 thanfor students reading betow grade leverin
L
1- Cross7tabwlation of Spanish and English dloze stores Indicated-that

fifty-three percent, of HiSpanic students-who scored At or above grade level

.in Spanish alsb ;cored at or:above grade leVel in Engltsh.. 'Of tose:idllid scared:

below-level 'in
Sparlish..-ert-net-41:ve.-percent (954) scbeed lbw



-

Similarly, fifty-eight
pertent::(58%) of Chinese. students at or;abOVe vade

.

level in.Chinese, scoFed at or above Ti-ade level ui English. Of students-
who scored below grade level in Chinese,

seventy-ergl'it percent (78%) scored
,belOw grade level 111 tnglish. )t. was also Found that there was:4a highec
correlation between L1 and L2 reading

comprehension-than betWeen. 42 Oral
ability and Li:reading

CoMprehention for students in .grades 375,, Whereas
for middle school students, there was a higher

correlation.between L2 oral
,ability and Li cloze reading comprehension than between and Li:".reading':

comprehension. The researchers suggest that the findings for the elementary
students is significant and 'consistent with the belief-that

students who
first acquire reading skills in their native language will achieve better
English, reading than students-who are taught to read--only in English:
'The a-ontradictory finding at the middle school level, suggests a need.to More
carefully exaMine the variablet'Which affect the accuisition-of

llteracy,
in a second 'language for adolesCent students-. Ft also indiCateS a -heed f:nr

.

educators tobe aware of the deVelocimental atpectt of
languale.acOuttitionAn.

the.design of instruCtionai programs for second language learners

Contribution to the REP- Goals'

Results from this ttUdY are closely related to ond of the fOur area
of research sUggestedAn the ALPtP REP:. Method for attesting: tangwage;

proficiency 1 L and L At.Wasconfirmed that stUdents from grade
who were reading at gradel.evel in would attal-rc.higher,scOres in Li

reading than ttudents whoteLI reading abil.itymere'belOwgrade level.
This 1-inding has'impottant implications.for.plOCement of language Minorrt,



students in appropriate educationa) programs and for
clarifying what variablesmay affect

language minority students acquisition of.i. reading.
2the results suggest that elementary age language minority students should.become literate in L, before

starting reading
instruction in L2. The

1

other significant finding was that there was a higher
correlation between

Clearly,

Li and L2 reeding comprehention than between .L.2 oral ability,and Li.readinT,comprehension for elementary age students. This suggests that tests of oral42 ability may not provlde a clear indication
of 12

readingdcomprehension andas such, are not adequate measures for placement of students in an adademicprogram. For middle
schdbl students, the findings are not clear and thus,there is a major need for further research with thi5 age group:
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Methods of
Analyzing Samples of

Elicited
Discourse in

English and
Spanish

for
Determining

Student
Language

Proficiency. P.Ds, Helen
Slaughter and

Adrian T.
Bennett. The

purpose of this study was to
develop a

methodology

for
identifying,

describing.and

/I
evaluating those

discourse
variables that

are
associated witb a range,

fi-ob high to low, of
student

language profi-

ciencies in English and in the home
language,

Spanish. The
research study

was based
upon, but not

limited to a
preliminary

framework for
discourse

analysis
developed by

Bennett (1580) for the Tucson
Unified School

District.

The
theoretical

framework
integrates recent

research in

sociolinguistics

specifically, recent
developments in

conversational
analysis,

grammatical

theory and the
philosophy of

language.

The
researchers'

primary
concern is to

investigate the ways in which

participants
negotiate, or Call to

negotiate
mutual

understandings which

form the basis for
development of

discourse.
Essential to this

approach is

a theory of meaning
developed by John

Gumperz and Kis
associates in which

communication of
meaning

involves the
appropriate and/or

effeCtive use of

multileveled
cues (i.e.,

serbantic,
syntactic,

prosodic and
lexical) to create

situational
contexts within

whi,ch,
specific,

situation-bound,
meanings And

.
.

'intentions can be
built.up

over tima.

The
:research was

conducted. ina large public School
district tn the

Southwest, with an
enrollment of

approximately 57,000
students, of which

16,000 are of
Hispanic

background. The data base imthis stUdy
consisted of

audio\taped
discourse samples taken during

Administration of the
Language

Proficiency
Measure (LPM) of

Hispanic
background

students in
Kindergarten



-

x

0

through 5th grade.
Proficiency levels based on the LPM

were devised by

'MSC)
personnel. 'They were defined as:

proficient,
Functional and

limited.

Audio tapes of
children

taking the LPM were used as the
data base for the

study. During the
preliminary

stages of
selecting samples for the

study, the
researchers

listened to a wide
range of data samples from the

,

.LPM in Spanish and Engliih and
developed a criteria

for,analysis. The basic

question poied in the study is: Can anytet of
language

proficiency
eSSest-

ment
procedures be both

theoretically sound and
practically

feasible?Re-sults of the Study

The research findings from the study provide insight -.into the
develop-

mental
acquisition of discourse skills and their

reletiOnship-to jang6age pror-

ficiencY. One conclusion
regarding the

interpretation of language
proficiency

4
of

kindergarten
students was that the

evaluation of a child's
proficiency must

be based
upon the

meaning and
comprehensibility of the

child's
utterances.

)Itmust also include
consideration of the

conversational context
established

within
the,elicitation process, One feature of

conversational
discourse

found
impOrtant T., making

determinations of
proficiency 'was the child suse

of prosody, i.e.,
modurations of the

speech stream in terms of pitch,
rhythm,

.

tempo and
loudness as lt

relates 'to
the.development of an ongoing

interac-

tional
discourse

situatioh. Por students in

Orades.1-5,'tnefocus was' upon
examining the

adequacy of
studebt-aduit examiner dialogue and the

student's
extended

discourse on a topic.

'

Communicative'
competende it heee

described
'withintwo

distinct b.t.it Over.
.

lapping'units of
analysis':

InteradtiOn and oral
diScourse.

Intiractional.
Proficiencies

eXhibited were related
to,the

conversational.:context-as
negotiated

9

32



between student and adult
intertocator rather than simply upon student

responses to the
examiner. Some of these were:

respOnses,
prosody, voliin-

.teered
clarifications 4nd

negotiated
Strategies to modify, add or change the

conversational intent. Some of the
discourse features related to

proficiency

were:
coherence of

utterances,
appropriateness of

utterances,
complementarit

as a
conversational

partner,
effective use of

prosody,
provision of adequate

background
information prior to point

making,
completeness of

information,
richness or

comolc$,ity,
flexibility and range of

communicative
competencies,

pointmaking and
highlighting,

summarizing and use of verb tenses in
narrative

discOurse. A
ProfiCient student prOvided the listener

with-enough cues and.
,information to allow

an'adult
toi1formulate a res'ponse to the child: With:-

less
proficient/students,

interpretation of
utterences if at all

possibl
Was broad and rested

Uponspeculation about
whatftheStudent meant.tO say,

If the
student 's

utterance consisted of several
clauses

extended dis-

.

course)
clarification would require a series of examiner

questions and other
forms of

explication.
Criteria important in

judgments of the
adequacy of

students'
development of topics were:

comprehensibility,,provision of *lc-
,.ground

infor"mation,
explicitness of

interclausal nelati
fconsistecy of

information,
explicitness of

referente, ability Eo ma e
transitions to related

totacs,-
indicators-Of listener

awareness,, and:use o
formulaic.

strategies
.for-organizing

discourse

Additional
findings.tndicate that there is a Wide range of

proficiency

in students ability to mutually
engage in topic talk with an,adult conver-

satfonal
participant and also in their

ability to take the floor from time



,,

to time and engage in extended discourse on a topic. Children who appeared

less proficient at developing topics used pronominalization while those who

appeared more proficient used nominal lexicalization sometimes with modi

fiers such as adjectives or adjective clauses. Older students seemed to pro-,

vide more specific references including the use of adverbial clauses and

°background information. More proficient students also:grasped the oppor-

tunity to engage in extended discourse ontopics with fewer examiner elici-

tation turns than less proficient students, As related to the classroom

. ,context, more proficient'students
were increasingly assertive in taking the

floor and engaging in xtended-talk to Which a teacher might retpond.:

.The researchers conclude with a- statement about te disadvantages

ahd advantages of a discourse analYsfSapprOaCh to language ProfitiencY

assessment. Disadvantages of,the approach are that much research remains

to be.done. The method it more time consuMing and because it is a_newtype

of, measureMent eXam inert and discOurte dhelys must.: bd thoroughly..trained

so that they pbtsess,a highleveltif
caritcal.skills th hpw 13:5 sPore or

Jate thediscadrie.and.hoW to.,provide feedbacktO tiattroom teachers:. The

.advalltaget dre, accOr4Ing tO the researchers, that it provides an approach

that Can .be.used. with Stddents at-Various ttages Of language acquisition..
./
The researchers.recOmmend thatture retearth include:

a comparison of evaldations of language proficiency
based on elicited discourse samples to discourse
observed in more naturalistic settings;

. .:exploration of the retationthip betWeen achievement
and language/proficiency in 'bilingual chi)dreni and

'exPlOratiOn-Of the range .of children'tAanguage. .

proficiency in both,Spanithand English, f.i,, research
to ComOare proficiencies .acrots tasks and languages.

fr



Contribution to,the RFP Goals. Results frpm this study p?ovide innoVa,r

tiye dtreCtions in the measurement of language proficiency assessment and.

contrjbute directly to an understanding of the 40 area of research in the

RFP: Methods of Assessing language proficiency in LI and L.,. The researchers

point out that the assessment of language profiCiencY based on differential

conversational and narrative skills of bilingual stUdents has just been

initiated. The study was significant in identifying patterns of speech of

elementary school children andtheir,relationship to carrying on conversa-

tion or narrating within an experimental situation. However the question

still remains open as to the validity of judging language Proficiency based

only on children's speech production. Because of different developmental

consideratiOns, and culturally acquired modes of communication as well as per-

tonality traitst. some:children may not beas willing to produce speedh As, .

_

others, FOr sudhchildren uting this approach-may place them_at as *ch of

a_disadvantage as when traditional-language asSeSsment:stratAglas are used.

From the theoretical perspective, a coMprehentivi thao6/ of ditoo6rse WhiOn-

fnclUdes a deyeltkpmental model of children's adquisiti.On of.disoou,r'se (CO-

versation, narratives). is i the formative stage. This study, it is believed,

contributes directly to the development of this important theoretical per-



The Study of Graphic 'Sense and Its Effects,-
on the Acquisition of Li.teracy..



The Study of Graphic Sens.6-- and Its Effects on the AcquisttiOn.of -Literacy,

Eduardo Hernandez-Chayez and Jan Curtis. The study of the relationship of

graphic sense to reading socialization and reading readiness was implemented

in order to more fully understand the process of literacy acquisition. The

framework for. th study was based on the hypothesi s. that suCces s rft leerniog

to read depends upon the 1eVel Of griphic deveRpment in -the chl Id and tha

the rate "of this -developMent
V.g related-to the quality of.tne ai

zation experiences. Recent .research (Ferreiro, 1976, 1978) suggests that

children exposed ,to written 1 rivage in their day-to-day. en.vironment systema-

-tically develop concePtualizations of print, a graphit sense, that progresses

from quasi-pictorial to very'abstraCt representations.

In Order to study the deVeloprilent of graphic
senS0'...ln-:both S.PanTsh and:

English among Oung Child,ren and to'investigate, its relationship tO initial

success in reading and the natdre of its developmen the following research

questi ons were i n;iest igated:

What is the nature of children's pre-reading conceptualizationof the pr inted word? Spec i f ica ly , .do Mexican-American chi ldren
in the p.s. demonstrate a development of graphic sense that is
simf la'r to that found by Ferreiro and how is that development
related to the readiness of children to learn to read?

How are children socialized to print, i.e., what attitudes and
practices with respect to reading are found in the home? Howis this socialization related to the developrilent of chi ldren's
graphic sense and their readiness to read?

Participating int e study were Ole _chi Ldren in the bi 1 ingua 1 kinder-

_garten and first grades of Cal i stoga Elementary school in California.. In
I

addition to the 38 attending kindergarten and 33 attending first grade, 43

. .presthboi age c.hildren were .chosen from Emil ljeS of the school sampTe:'.



BaSed.on a comparison of scores orcthe Bilinpual Syntax MeasurejBSM). .
in.English and 'Spanish, only 5 of the children two kindergartners and

three first graders, could be classified
fJbalanced biblinguel.,'" This implies

that the child utilizes comparable grammatical wuctures in the two lan
guages. Because there were so few bilinguals, it was not posiible to test

for-the effects of bilingualismaupon the develoPment of graOhi'c sense':
,

F.i.fty-two were Spanish dominant end 57English7doMinant,.

Preschoolers' kindergarteners and first graders reading readiness and
achieveme information were collected by means .of the Cooperative Preschool
Invin ry, the Singerland Pre-ikeading

Screening Procedures, and the reading

sub-tests of the Comprehensive Test of Basic respectively.

Graphic sense was assessed by means of the Graphic Sense Card Sorting

Task, e test developed by:the researchers. J'hirtY four.cerds in botn Spenish

and English were developed along the following dimensions: Pictorial repre-

sen'tation, script', segmentation, linearity, letter orientation, letter order,

numericity, fordign language, repetition of elements, lencth of string

linguistic reality. The rationale for the test is based on the premise that

.Children acquire conceptualizations about what can and Cennot be

different tages of development, children use different criteria for accepting

or rejecting particular' graphic reOresentations as readable. It is'belleved

, children s use of these criteria reveals the underl'Ying ideas they have about

the nequre of written language,

Useofa .flsOciographi questionnaire proVlded- the meanS of under7

standing how sOcialization to print 'relates to the .acquisiiiOn of literecy

The questionnaire provided data on the amountand nature of reading pn4.



'writing by faMily-members.
Included were questionS aboUt family Structure -

residence history, educational background and employment history of'family

members. Other questions involved family attitudes towards proficiency in

Spanish and English and educational and career aSpirations held bY the family
for the child.. QuestiOns to ascertain the tangUage Use:Joatterns-in-andut,.
,side the home.as well as questions:regarding the kinds:,-availabitity and use
of reading materials Were included% The variable. of socialization to print

.is believed to play a strong role in the significance. a Child -attributeS to

reading.

Resutts of:the Study

The resuttS or this s4tudy clearly support the proposition that children

pass through deVelopmental stages'intheir understanding Ofwritten language..

..The stage's can be:identifie&both by thecriterie that;-Chlidren,ute at eaCh'Ws*

level in dediding whether particular grOhiC representation can or ,cannot:'

be read and the characteristics of their retponset,:or distinttNe features,
in, locating grammatical structures of an.utterance- in'a Written, tentenCe

Profiles Of'predictable response patterns for each of five levels were

obtained through the analysis of a card sorting task on which children were
asked to distinguish graphic representations that were readable from those

. that were not. From these profiles the leel at which a particular

feature becomes important to children cam be understood. For example,_

can be inferred that the distinction between writing and pictures begins a

Level.2. At about this same tiMe, children also begin to respond to the

length of- string. 'Three-letter words.were generatlyaccepted as soMething-.

read, -bUt younger children rejected two-Jetter word,s as-to0 Short



to be readable. Simi larly, numerals and letters arektOnfused by f e

YOunger children,

Stages of development are also evident in children s'notion%. about

the location of elements in a string. Most preschool children recognize

that short particles such as the and in must be locate'd in.smal ler words,

but they fail to correctly identHy..the partjcles in a sentence..

other hand, these same chtldren tend to,consider it possibie for single

words to represent an entire phrase- Many kindergarteners and 'even first

graders will locate the heads of phrases in positions other than where they

locate*.the phrases themselves.

Spanish dominant children tend to be at loWer levels of graphit :sense

development than their' English domin'antcoeyals Thit Ls trUe for preSthool
#

as well as for kindergarten and first grade children, so the differences

are not due to formal instruction. The level of development of graphic

sense is significantly and strongly related to Certain.,"sociographie or

social izat tom to 1 i teracy var iab les , in paracular

Motheri Level of Literacy;

Chi ld Reads and/or Writes; and

Peesence of Magazines.

This is interpreted to mean that graphit sense depends to a. high degree upon

social i zati on practices in the chi ldJ s environment and that, e- conceptual -

zations about eading that the child acquires are,devielopmental in nature

and are not bound to formal instruction.
\.

-

.contrast graphfc sense level is only 'weakly related to a variety

Of, reading readiness .and atademit achievement data..SUch as.ere derived from



-t-

-the CooperattvesPreschool
inventOrY, the Comprehensive Test of13asiC Skills,

and the 'Slingerland Pre-Reading Screening Rrocedures. 'It would seeM, then,
,thattheSe measures,assesS tkills-thatare very dtfferent from thote that
children

have,acquired-naturally'through their contact with: the world of..

pr.int and that 'they bring with theM'tothe
-

411

-
The study-of children's graphic 'sense has .seVeril important implicatiOris

for educational practice. Knowledge about children's informal'fy acquired
notions about printv-and,iis

fill-lotion would seem to-be very important,in,

.assessing their level of reading readiness. Graphic sense level should also.

be taken into account in the kind and level of ins.truction given to children

in preschool, kiddergarten and first grade.. Finallyan understanding of

the sociograpnic factors that -ard related to graphic:sense development will
,

!permit the design of more relevant classrooth.actiyitlea
and techniques for

the development of reading skillsjn. children frail all toCial and cultural
.1

backgrounds.

'Contributions to the:RFP Goals

The findings: frowthi,s study highly relate to the first area of study
in the RFP cognTtiVe abilities and:proficiency in a flet and-seCond

language " With an emphasis on-the relationship betWeen.children

zation experiences and their aCquisition of "graphic sense."

The :retearchers-acknowledge that many other factors which may affect'

the acquisition of graphic sen.se need to.13t identified: They indicate that

s sociali-

tong4udinal cl*a over at.ieast a tWo year pertod needs,to be collected in

order to more t'learty.defint
how-the-acquisition,Of literacy fits info the

Aevilopmental pocess.

I



,

The questiOn remai-w, Arethe acduki.tion of literky skills and the

acqUi-Si.tton of graphic sense a sepaate or a sihgle proces? The.researchers1,

findings'OrOvid uppOrt for the latter Interpretation based on the demon7

strafed relationship between' graphic'senSeu'and reading achievement;

.
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Limited Language Proficiency:: _AProblem in the Definition and Measurement
,

of Bilingualism Zoe Ann.Hayes. The pOroOse of this study Was to exanine.

the language profic encies of limited proficient.bilingual Mexican-American

third-grade children in San Jose, CA an area with high incidence of limited

,p'roficient bilingual students. The following ;slues were investigated;

Whether skills of limited proficient bilingual students are
distributed across languages in such a way that measurementin only one language gives the illusion of a verbal deficit; and

Whether students are classified as limlted proficient bilingual
on functional (cotmunicative) as well as dn linguistic measures.

t

Recent research findings on the assessment of.bl1rnuaL language pro-
,

ficiendy suggest that substantial numbers of bilingual students may be

limited in both their native and second languages; these studies suggett

that there is validity to the construct oflitited
language proficiency.

A "limited proficient biljngual" is.generally defined. as Aohe who tack;

native-like proficiehcy in both first and second languages. This imprecise
//

,definition reflectt a general problem associated with the descripti.on and

measurement of,biiingualjst. Only approximate indications proficiency

,

-ate provided by current measuret'.of-linguittic. competence whi-Oh asses.s

discrete eletents of language, Such:teasures do nOt aSsess langUage 4S it

actually Used'in communicativeituatiOns.: In order to investigate the:
,.concept of "limited' proficient bilingual, the Contept of commUni'cative

.cdmpetence whiCh cOnsiders 'hot only linguistiC CompetenCe but dhe tqleaw-

/ ledge of apOropri.a_te functional ules of language wts uaed aa the thiora7

tidtl framework for!the-study.



Although linguistic competence and communicative competence share

common properties; they pre not:direct Indicators of eachother... Measure7

ment,Of language proficiency is further coMOJ icated by the bilingual

varying use of languages.. To clarify this :issue the following research
-

questions .were explored:'-

Among students classified as "limited proficient bilingual" isthe total repertoire of grammatical skills distributed.acrosslanguages? If so, is this distribution complementary?

Among students classified as "limited proficient bilingual" ISthe total repertoire of vocabulary and communication skillsdistributed across languages as a function of domain?

Among students classified as "limited proficient bilingual"
there a difference in assigned bilingual proficiencies whendifferent types of iiroficiency tests (linguistic competence vs .
communicative competence) are used to assess verbal behavior?

What variables other than language proficiency (i.e., cognitive
functioning, achievement, length of residency) differentiate
between.limited proficient biiingual and non-limited proficientbi 1 ingual students?

\The WIPle.for the study Was teleitied Prom..nan,70notingual Mexican,

.Arilerican studentt from 25, thirdgrade olatsroons jn four S'anta, Clara County

sChool cistricts Third gradert Were- selected beCause of the need to make ,

placement and eeclatsifi cation deditiOns at this levet,. 'From the 25 clats7

rboms , 194 students, compot ing three saMples , were chosen- for : the i nvest iga t ion .
, -

,TwentrOne:students jUdged by their teacher and the.- retearchert- to be high:in._

communi cation ski liS in -one language and low in the, Other coMPri sad the

firt;sailiple, An author designed test of coMmunication skills was field

:tested on:.this sample they:were also administered the:B$M Ii. , Recordings

of ttoth tetts; in Englitkand :loanish were rated oe sCored. The tecond
.

sample, composed of 183 students whote previously -colleOted dual -language

proficiency-data indiCated that they-,might be limited0roficient Or:



profioient bilingUals. They were administeredtheBSMJ4 n both Znglish,

The third sample_was ootprised of students fram Iatole M2.
and. Spanish.

whose ling6istic competence skills (BSM 11 scores) indicated limited

bilingual proficiency (M=43) pr bilingual proficiency (14=38). A battery
of linguistic communicative and cognitive tests were them administered.

Linguistic tests wePe,scored, and communiCative 'tests rated. Demographic
data was also collected on this sample. All students were given a lin-

guistio competence test (The CERAS Balance GrammarSubtest) in both'English,
-and Spanish. District-adminittered achievemenctest scores were also

collected.

Results of the Study
.

The results of this investigation, "do not lend support on the con-
clusion that limited bilingual language proficiency is a Widespread phe-.

nomenon." Rather the conclusions,indicate that the use of language

tests which measure only one aspect of language (i.e., grammar or vocab-

ulary) and which-provide cutoff levels may be of questionable validity:.,

Complicating- the issue of various tests measuming different skills

is the lack of comparability in the level designations provided by test

developers'. The.cutoff points usecLto designate.iirn$.ted and proficient

statUS-in a langUage are not anchor'ed on criteria:Which
indicate Whether

,studeilts cap or cannot funotiOn
effectively in.English-oniy instruction.

As currently available, many langyage prafrCiency instruments .fa.i:1 to

distinguish between those who may be truly limited or proficient in a

langUage and those who are not. The researcher suggests the use or

specific external criteria (i.e.', grade level achievement) to validate

tutoff scores and leVel designationi. In additiOn, language proficiency



tests whith deSignate proficiency levels based ort monolingual norms may

/:not be valid indicatoeS of language proficiency'sufficient.to succieein

Englistronly classrooms, without special language assittance.

It was suggested by the researcher that the concurrent and content

validity of language tests and the predictive validity of cutoff scores,

lead to the possible misclassification of non-English language background
-

(NELB) students. Approximately thirty percent of the students in this

study +Were inconsistently classified using any tWO Instrumentt.
:

'Error in classification alSo-occurs

are measured withou.t consideration of dittribution of skills across 'two,

languages lewas thought that perhapi students in San Jose, California

had been raised in diglossic environments using Spanish for one set of

functions and English for another. Results of thisInvestigation indicate

that these students do not appear to come from diglossic bilingual environ-

ments. Rather, students use English and Spanish in both home and school

'SituationS; although stronger in Spanish, theirjanguages

separated as afunction. of dOmairt

do not seem to be

The ack of distributiOn of language-skills across' languages and

doMains-might also be related to:the studentS age .and length of -residenCY,'.

Due-to the restricted range of_the third grade there was.little variation

in length of residency;

--,Ftnally, the, following conclusions related to the. coriceptHof "semi7

iinguaJism were.drawn:- 'septilingualism"-,is limited



proficienCy in both L ..and L_. The-Tesults Of this investigation indicated-

thatmsemilingualiam exists only A-S a Concept..., .There IS no reliable-

evidence fOr the existence of the Phenomenon. Since there appears to be

no way to,rellabty measure the Phenomenon norunambiguously identify it,

r

is not useful as a ,construct Some literature on isemilingualism"

suggests that limited bilingual language ,proficiency may have negative

cogniti4e results. No indication of this relationship was found to

exist for this population. Although any one test or combination of tests

indicated that a student may appear to be limited in both LI and L2 (and,

this identification was likely to be unreliable and of questionable

validity), no differences in cognitive development were discovered between

limited, and proficient groups of bilingual students..

Contributions to the RFP Goals

The reported findings contribute, in general, to A better understanding

of how to assess the language skills of bijingual Students. Specifically,,

theY contribute to a better understand ing..of the :f.oi loWing .areaS

RFP:
1

COgnitiVe abilities in a firstand second:language

:Setting and proficiency in:a'first and seCOnd language

Methods for asSessing language proficiency. n a-first and,
Second-language.

the..

COgnitiVe abilities in a first and second language. The main contri-

'bution of this study is related to the clarification of the concept.of "semi-

lIngualiam Resutts do not lend sUpPortto the concluSion that tilOted

lingual language Praiciency is a' widespread,phenomenon. Rather, the



conclusions indicate that "semilingualism" exists only as a concept: Thus

the suggestions that indicate the existence of "semilingualism" may be the

result of limited language proficiency instruments rather than limited

language profici'ency.

Ihe researcher also found no differenCei ln cOgPitbie 'developMent-
.

between.limited and proficient groutSs of bilingual students: Thit is

contrary to retults frbm othdr.studies that in4iCate.limited bilingual

language proficienoy:miy have negative cognitive results. (Skutnabb-,

Kangas t Tbukothaa

Setting and proficiendy in a-first and stoond language. It. Was_found

that bilingual studentt, language skills:must be Measured acrost the Vdo

languaget to have an ac'Ourate UnderstandingaboUt the..range of language

skills of these stuclentt The investigation indicates that Students

English an4 Spanish th.bothYhoMe-and. school sitUatiOnt, Although they were
.

found to *Stronger in SpanIsh, the LangUages:did not seem to:be separated:

:as.a functibn of:domain (i.e., Spanist.1,-was not used for:one set of...funttions-.
. .'r .

,>

and English for. another which is a possible result of being raised in a

"diglOss'ie environment).

Methodor assessing language Proficiency jn a fiftt and second,

language Fbr the :pOrpote,of.plating language-minoritY stUdents in appro-.

.:priate educational programs, no single language proficien.cy measure accounts'

for the various.lang6age.ski.lit studentt Possest. Results from crosstabu-i
latkpris between test pairs,. intercorrelatiOns ambnglanguage testt,

multiple' regressions and,factoranalYtet indioate.thateaCh. language test



uSed _in this jrivestigation Provided unique infOrmationabOut the laIngtage

ProficienOy of the stOdents. Measures: of grammar., for,exaM,011e:, do mat

indicate the-..tdtal janguageprOficienCy of Studenti -A Word of caution is
_

.

siven abou.t cOncUrrent and content val...idity of language testi and,the pre.-

dictivel validity of cutoff scores which can lead.to the possi.ble misclassi-

fication of language Minority students. The researcher concludes with .

recommendations that research regarding language tests and their predictive

validity be undertaken and that the reclassification criteria for bilingual

students be reanalyzed. Finally; she !trongly suggests that multiple. mdi-

catOrs of language profiCiency be uied for placement decisions,
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Solicitation for Proposals

in Assessing the Language Proficiency of

Bi 1 i ngual Persons

Proposals are being-sought
for fundamental research projects on

issues associated with the assessment of cOmmunicative
cOmpetence/language

OWproficiency of students from many second lan'guage backgrounds being served in

bilingual programst The concept of communicative dompetence de, eloped by

Hymes, is critical to language ,proficiency research. It deals ith the social

and cultural knowledge an individual is assumed to have to,enab e him or her

to use and interpret linguistic forms (oraltr written) approprjaiely in given

contexts. Language proficiency is.to be understood as encompassing both

receptive and productive skills in both oral and written fanguage mediums.

Langtiage proficiency refers to the fluency and iccuracy with which an

individual manipulates.language skills for communicative purposes in the

receptive and expressIve areas.

From" this perspective, assessment of communicative competence answers

the question: Uppn observation, how bompetently does an individual receive

and transmit appropriate meaningful messages in a specific context? Assessment

of language proficiency answers the question: As measured on a cOntinpum,

how well does a person speak, understand, read, or write? -While it iS not

possible to establish ansabsolute distinction 'between language proficiency

and communicative competence, the understanding here is that the term language

proficiency is subsumed within the broader concept of communicative competence4.

The firSt of two.cme'year.funding cycles will begin in the

fall of 1979 for research on the langua9e proficiency.of biljngual students

54



fi-om preschool through high school. A bilingual,here is defined in a broad'
sense as referring to a studint who lives in a two-language environment re-
gardless of how well-he or she speaks the non-native language. It should be
noted tHat thqs,,definition

should not be. dtrnstrued
to include different

varieties of the same/ianguage,
no matter how-distinct they may be- Thys

T'eiearch focusing on regional varietieg (dialecis) is hot being-solicited
fr" through this announcement. Research-studies focused on adult communicative

competenCe are also ineligible for funding through this solicitation. It
should be noted that research from.a variety-of language and.cultural back-

.groinlds is strongly encouraged. ,The specific details of the research that
' will be funded are found in section III of this solicitation, Objective.or,
Research Effort,

, I.

Proposals will be funded on a one year basis.
In a very-few exceptional

_%,cases,,a próject may be funded which.will
require Miore"than one year to.

mk r
. ,

comp3ete: (e.s. , longitudinal studies).
However,-the level Of funding will not

be greater than for a project of
comparable size to be completed within one

year. Just*ications for the extended tiMe should be given.

ApproxiMately $150,000 is availaOle,each year for this effort. It is the
intention of InterAmerica Research stoctates to support a small number of
quality research projects. It is estimated that 6-10 projects will be

a gle,
funded under this solicitation. Offerors should take these dolsiderations

'into account in developing their proAals.

II. Statement of Need

Efforts to provide schooling to stydents frdm a variety of language back-
grounds suffer from inadequate measures of language proficiency. Teachers and



program administrators need to understand student's prol,ciepcies in their
I -

_Akve languages and in English in order to design and provide appropriate

schooling. Measuresaf English.proficiency or competence in the student's

'native language are often restricted to formal te s of linguistic ability

which tap grammatical, phonological and,lexicaltywled
. These tests are'

often insensitive to the student's success in ,using language in actual, sitaations

in school, lat home, amondtblis.or her peers, or in the community at Tarie. -At

the same time, these tests may fail to measure language proficiency jh a.way

that ;s directly Auseful to the teacher in planning instruction for stu-
r

N
.

-dents, because the skills measured by the tests may differ from skills of

concern io the ,teacher. In addition, tests'of language.proficiency often

-

°confound linguistic fkills with underlying cognitive skills such as memory,
."problem solvihg, 6r creative thinking. It would be to our advantage to

acciAiaJor linguistic deVelopment in-bilinguals, and then to explore the

instructiOnal implications of both cognitive ahd linguistic growth-and their,
-

interactton-in students dealing-With twojanguage systems. Finarly teachers

need to understand Students' language.profi,ciency in term of the kindslof

proficienc4regaired id their classrooms,and"they tiko to understand.hoW,
:y

proficiency can be assessed effectively.

Since research bn language pmficienty/communicatiVecOmpetence

has been pursued soMewhat independently in a number of different fielciS

recent years including soctology, anthropology, linguistics psychology,

education, and speech communication,' this solicitation seeks proposals

from a broad range of disciplines, andespecially encourages research-.
N

strategies from a variety of fields, e.g., ethnography of communication,

psychometrics, survey sociology, sociolinguistic analysis of discourse

variables, developmental psychkplinguistics and cross-cultural socialization.

5-6



Ofearticular interest are studies which investigote discontinuities betwen

home/community settings and the school as they affect or elicit proficiency in

one or both languages of the bilingual student. Also at issue are the effects

of different settings. Because so little is known about fundamentaj

factors affectingrcommunicative competence, and the interaction of pro-
. .

ficiency in to:languages with one another And with other cognitive and

social factors proposals on a broad array of basic research topics haVe been

'considered aPPropriate for funding under this solicitation.

Basic research is sought which might enable educatorS-and-scholars to measure

language proficiency in both English and in a student's native language, in a manner

that is sensitive to the range of student's' coMmunicative and cognitive com-

petence,. gild that is educationally useful. The specific objective of the research

is to study. characteristics .of students' language competence/proficiency in a

variety of Aatural communication situations and cognitive-task situations is

a foundation for'developing better theories and working notions of language pro-

ficiency, and/or communicative competence; and in turn, for developing effective

techniques foeneasuring language proficiency ofstudents whose.native langpge

is other than English.

Objecti ye'. of Research Effort

Research is Oequested through this solicitation for the investigation of

basic research issues in bilingual communicative competence and fts assessment

in the classroom. Research in e rea of language proficiency

assessmenels relatively new and un veloped, particularl4i.the use of socio-

linguistic approaches for the study/ profigiency in both the native and

the English language. In order to fill this void, through this solicitation,



v-.

researchers from a variety of disciplines including researchers with a direct-

familiarity with the languages and cultures they are studying, should contribute

to this effort.

The research, under this solicitation, will consist of a competitive

program designed to support a number of relatively small basic research projects

in four areas. The four areas and the issues to be addresed through responses

to this solicitation are:

Cognitive abilities and proficiency in a first and second language;

Setting and proficiency in a first and second language;

Competence in classroom communication

Methods for assessing proficiency in a first and second language.

Research eligible for funding should focus on school age.bilingual students

school through high school) from a broad.variety of language and cultural backgrounds.

1. Cognitive abilities and proficiency in a first and second language:

a. What effectdo cognitive abilities and language proficiency
have on each other?

b. What-cognitive demands are implicit in instructional tasks
which affect the types of language proficiencies that
,apbear to be involved in performin§ thtse tasks?

Are particular levels or types of cognitive development
necessary for the acquisitioh of a second language?

d. Are there possible beneficial or detrimental levels of
proficiency in one or two languages with regard to
specific cognitive abilitiet?

How can cognitive demands:such as memory or problem solving,
be disentangled from linguistic demands?

..Restarch Might inclyde:, buf..is:not restricted to, issOciational gtudies,
.

.

cross,sectional stddies'acrOss'age spans or critiCai tranSitions (e.g. from

childhOod to adolescence), or: task analysis of the cognitive'demnds of

instructional activities.



Setting and proficiency in a first and second language:

a. What situations does communication take place in, and how
can particular situations determine or constrain language
use?

What are variations in language usage by students across
different settings or situations?

c. How do contextual variations in language use affect measurementand interpretation of proficiency?
'

How do school relevant proficiencies affect non-school situations?

,

-

How can socio-cultural
determinants of .appropriate language

behavior be accounted for in assesSment practiaes?

Research strategies.might include, but are notl restricted to case studies

of individual StUdents4 naturaliStic Observation-oflanguage use in varipus

contexts in ant-out of schoOl or contrastive Studies:of the findings of

different assessment strategies.

. Competence in classroom communicatión:

a. What are typical communication demands (oral and written) in
both English and native languages that are placed on
students in bilingual classrooms?

What are the ways in which students'of varying degrees,of
EnplIsh and native language proficiency. cope with commdni-
catialti demands in bilingual classrooms?

f
c. What are.the.effcts of teather laninage proficiencies on-clast.-

room communication abaratteristics?

I. HOW does the sociif Structure af the classrOom effect the
way in whith children'use one- or two languages?

Research might capitalize oft, but is not restricted to; ethnographic

methods,of observing fanguage use in a particular context, on othe; methods for

recordin4 and analyzing natural behaiiior, on more thditional
. methods for

analyzing natural behavior, or on more traditional methods for studying

communication.



Methods for aSsessing prOficiency in a"first andsecond langUage:..

How does th knowledge that language ust Varlet acrOss
different qontexts -broaden the-poten ial for obterving and

b.

evaluating kinds of proficiency?

In what wa .canassessment situations bistructured*and
manipulat d in order to-elictt samples of natural language'?

c. How dOes litited language performance and spontaneous
language performance differ when judgedagainst:varibut
criteria of profiCiency?

d. Do diffe ent situations elicit language performance con-
ducive t assessing specific aspects of proficiency (e.g.,
comprehe sion, questioning, production)?

A variety of disciplines an& mixtures of research methods should be

drawn upon in.investig ting any of the above topics (e.g naturalistic

observation tradition 1 psychometrics, sociolinguistic analysis, etc.).

Contracts*and/or onsultantshtps will be awarded after the proposals

have been reviewed by a panel of reviewers. Proposals which do.not address

the issues listed here will not be considered responsive to this-solicitation

unless sufficient just fication for their. consideration is given. The final

decision in such cases will be made on the basis.of the recommendations of the

Review Panel. In -Ord for maximuM use of.this research to be made in

improving classroom a sessment'practices, interested parties should structure

their research effort -to the greatest extent possible to address research

questions which direct y affect bilingual classroom practices. In order fOr

research to be maximally useful to classrooM assessment practices it is

important for researchers td be aware of clastroom realities, the ne

facing teachers and the constraints and opportunities affecting the classroom
,\

situation,



In coordinatiwwith the propoted research a program of Professional

development will be ongoino. It will involve the:familiarization of a small

group of teachers with new, research-based approaChes to assessment.
0

Teachers will be introduced to the language proficiency research conducted

as a result of this solicitation as well es other pertinent research. Through

this training these teachers will be assisted in interpreting and applying

this knowledge. This group of teachers will participate in workshops,

seminars, and guided research.-

The funded researchers will be invited to participate in a three

day conference to exchange research findings.in late.spring. It is also

anticipated that same of the researchers will
Participate as trainers in the

initial stages of the trainino effort. InterAmerica will provide funding for

the conference and the teacher training activities; they need not be addressed

in either the Technical or Cost Proposals.

IV. Guidelines for the Preparation of Proposals

A. Application Procedures

I. Eliegible Offerors:

Eligible offerors include individuals, SEA's (State Education
Agencies), LEA'S (Local Education Agencies), as well as
organizations, both profit and non-profit making.

2. Instructions to Offerors:

The following instructions establish the acceptable minimum
requirements for-the format and content of proposals.
Special attention is directed'to the requirements for
Technical and Cost Propo%als to be submitted in accordance
with these instructions.

*
The purpose of the conference will be to share findings and provide feedback

to the funded researchers, as well as to critically review the results of the
research effort,

61



It is contemplated that a firm fixed price tYpe of contract
yin be awarded.

The proposal shall be in two parts: a "Technical Proposal"
and a "Cost Proposal": Each of the parts shall be separate
and cOmplete-in ttself so that evaluation of one may be
accomplished independently of and concurrently with evaluation
of the other. The Technical Proposal shall not contain any
reference; however, resources information, such as
data concerning labor hours and categories, materials, sub-
contracts, etc., shall be contained in the Technicat Proposal
so that.the offeror's understanding of the scope Of work may
be evaluated. It must disclose the technical approach in, as
much detail as possible, including but not limited to the
requirements of the Technical Proposal instruction. Proposals
should be thorough, but should not exceed 50 pp. (typed double
spaced) in length.

Proposal deadl ine:

The' deadline for receiving proposals at the address
below is wan, November 26, 1979. Eight (8)
copies of the Technical Proposal and three (3)
of the Cost Proposal must be submitted to:

Charlene Rivera
/

Language Assessment Project Director ,

. InterAmerica, Inc.°
1500 Wilson Blvd. Suite 800
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209

3 Late Proposals and ModificatiOns of Proposals:

a. any proposal received at the office designated in
the solicitation after the exact time specified
'for receipt will not be considered unless it is
received before award is made,,and:

It was sent by registered or certified mail
not later than the fifth calendar day prior
to the date specified for receipt of offers
(e.g., an offer submittqd in response to a-
sol ici tation requiring receipt of offers by the
26th day of the month must have beend mailed
by the 21st or earlier.



It was sent by mail (or telegram if-authorized)
-and it is determined that the'late receipt was
due solely to mishandling by InterAmerica after
receipt;

It is the only proposal received.
41

Any modification of a proposal is subjec to the same
conditiOns as in (a) of this provision. It should be
noted though this does not apply to the normal Re-
visions tO proposals by offerors selected for.dis-
cussions during the usual condutt of negotfations
with such offerors (those determined,to be within
the competitive range), _...,.

The only acceptable evidence to establish:

.-The'date of mailing of a late proposal or modification
stint either by registeeed mail or certified ffeil is
in the U.S. Postal Service postmark.on both the en-
ve)ope'and wrapper and on the Otiginal.receipt from the
U.S. Postal Service. If neither postmark shows a
legible date, the proposal or,modification of proposal
shall be deemed to have been mailed late. (The term
"postmark" means a printed, Stamped, or otherwise
placed impression exclusive of a postage meter machine
impression that is readily identifiable without further
action as having been supplied and affixed on the
date of the mailing by employees.of the U.S. Postal
Service. Therefore, offerors should request the postal
clerk to place a hand cancellation bull's eye "post-

Inark?, on both the receipt and the-envelopeior wrapper.

NOtwithstandinv (a) and (b) of this provision a late
modification of an otherwise successf0 proposal'which
makes its terms more favorable will be considered,at
any time it is received and may be accepted:

e. PrOiSbsals may be withdrawn or telegraphic notice re-
ceived at any time prior to award. Proposals may

4 be withdrawn in.persok by an offeror or his authorized
representative, provided his identjty is made known
ardhe signs a receipt.for the proposal prior to a#ard..



Proposal Content

PrOcsals S'hould be prepared 'Using the following format:

Technital Proposal:

I. :IntrOdUction/Background
II. Statement'of the Problem

Scope of WorkiWork Plan
Iv. Management5taffinCPlan

Cost Proposal:.

Technical PrOPosal:

Introduction/Background: This section should provide a description

of the setting in Which the research will take Place and the demo:-

. graphy of the-area,

to the following:

Budget

Other Admi ni strati ve
Data

This.should include; but not be limited
°

Community language history;

Description of bilingual program in classroom(s) where
research effort is expected to take Place (if applicable);

3, Prjncipal Investioator's and/or institution's experience
working with the community and/or school district where
itis expected the-retearch effort will ttk6 place (if"

'applicaiile);

6esCription of any cooperative agreemenislihat'have
been entered into insofar as researCh:Sitet are-. cbr
cerned (ifr applitable),;

5. 6History of involvement in similar type r'esearch by thGe
Prindipal IHvestigator and institution or Principal
Inveitigator if not associated with an fnsfitution .

Statement of .the-PrOblem .Ihit section should Contain a

comprehentive review of the literature.related, to_ the researth

4.4aCt) and ist46(s)' to be investigated, If apOlitable, written:,

assurance Cf tdoperation by the site where the prOposed
-

retearch is to take place shoUld be ,inCluded..



Research questfons or hypotheses developing out of the review

o.

of literatdre., end, if aOpliCable, the felt need of researchsite

personnel which will be addressed through the OropOsed research-.

effort Should be 'stated. Any mehodO)ogi41 iSsues or probleMs
'

which may-affect the research and the proposed Solution should

be i nc 1 uded,

A.,

.Scope.of Work/Work Plan: The first part of this. secthn should.

succinctly present the aiMs-, methods and expected resultk of

the proposed research.

-

The second part-of this section should contain a precise,
.

detailed sequential set of tasks:to be performed

.

collect i)andahalYze the informatien related to the research

issues under investigation and .to report the findings.

in order to

a

The thirA part of thii section should contain,a detailed:

description of how each of the tasks will be achieved.

Following are a few points to Consider in preparing this
row

porticin of the proposal.

1. There should be a clear and logical relationship
among: '(a) the basic idea of the research propose?,

(b) its specific aims, (c) the stated justifications
or Felt need for the project, and (d) lines of% --

linkage to existing practices oor theory.

2. The sampling plans used, control of relevant variables,
-and general research design should yield believaqle
results (criteria will differ for ethnographic and ex-
perimental studies). ,

. The proposalshould indicate whether or not the approach
- being proPosed offers anything th'at might be new or
that clearly warrants support for tryout, or consti-
tutes a significant Contributim tO existing knowledge
or practice.
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Potential problems and proposed means of
dealing with them should be described in detail,

The proposal should provide adequate provisions
for maintaining communications with InterAmerica
and other projects funded under this solicitation.
Included should be provisions for appropriate and
timely reports.

.AWarenesS ofithe need to disseminate findings
, through A varietypf meansinclUding via'
'the training program to beoperated toy-Inter-
AMerica.concurrently with the:reseirch effort,'
should be aOressed.

. The proposal should address the receptivity of the
researchers and others involved in the research to
sharing and coordinzting their findings 'with other
research projects funded under this solicitation.
A mechanismcfor external-evaluation of the research
should also be provided,

8. Define the research design in terms of the relevance
of the results for potential uses and users; keep
in mind possible replicability by trained school
personnel.

-

Develop a final rePort that can be disseminated.
-

.Staffing/Management Plan: .,This section of the ProposaYshouid

detcribe the qualifications of the pertonnel who will be
, -

aisilned for direct work on thts research effort. Information

is required which will show the composition.of the total

personnel efforts, general qualifications, and-recent experience

. with simdlar research effort. Special attention should be

given to the research qualifications of the Principal Investigator.'

silesumes of proposed 4'taff'mhiCh indicate educatiOn, backgroundi

recent experience an

I

specific research:or technical accomplishments,

should alto be -inclu ed., If .they have not been identified,.a

- detailed statement of required qualifications and.task responsibilities



t

must be given. It should be noted that qualifications of'proposed

staff will weigh substantially in the evaluation of proposali.

Other personnel involved with the research effort as consultants

or through in-kind arrangements with institutions, should also be

identified and ihe extent of their involvement indicated. Summaries

of qualifiCations or resumes for these persons should also be
tr)

suipitted with the proposal. If they have" not.been identified

a specific indication of required qualifications and tisk respon

sibilities should be given.

This section should also indicate in chart and/or descriptive

form how the various activities will be Coordinated

demonstrate an awareness of organizational influences on project

implementation and control.'

. percentage of time that each person will spend onthe project.

Respondents strould also indicate now-their 'sthedUles.correS-

pond with the schedules ofthe schoOls.,orson001 districts fn...

yolVed,jf aApTicable.

The proposal should indicate the

If not provided elsewhere; respondents should describe current

or previous relleted grants or contracts from which the Principal

Investigator and/or'institutions have drawn or are now drawing.

support. Identify program by title and-indicate the agency or

organization who supported or is supporting the work and the

levdi of financial support given.



Describe other supOort being received or applied'for to Support

the same or related research involving th'epersonnel who will .

be conducting the activities of this.research'effort.

.0ther considerations fôr this section may include:

Unique arrangements-which no one or very few persons,
qr organizations are likely to haye which is man .
d ory for effectively:carrying out this research.

-

Equipment dnd unusual operating procedures established
,to protect personnel from hazards a.ssociated with this

,

project,

Other factors you feel are important to support your
proposed research.

Performance and delivery schedules which indicate expected

performance and delivery time-lines should be included. Schedules
-

shpUld be shown in-terms.of calendar weeks or.monthrom the

effectiVe date of the grant. SChedWes shOuld be such that-4

they, caa be used for internal or external monitoring of the:,9

prOject Orogres'S. Delivery sChedules for reports will be as:

f011ows:

'Progress Report's. (every 3 months after award of:,
resear:Ch project): Ten (10) cOpies,of the.report
shall;be provided:to the project Officer;

FinalReports (1 month after; terminiation of'
research project)- The.contrattnr shall pro.
vide a:camerarready.COPy.,.plUs ten (10)
cbOiet of a ffnal-,,edlted,prodfread report
following:an approved formati G4idelines will .
be provided to funded researchers4

a
-An abstract of no more than 250 words Shall also be
provided with each Progress.Repoit as well as with.
the Final Report,



Some additibnal points to Consider whey completing this'section .

include:

410.

1. Indication of the fact/that key project personnel
.

will devote adequate time and energy on the project.

If in a school, demonstrate that this is in fict apProved
by appropriate officials.

3. . Provide evidence that there is adequate involvememt
and support offered by the administrator and es-
pecially middle-level administrators and others who
have the power to facilitate or impede the project.

/

4. The experience and achievement of the keY Oersonnel should
indicate their capabilities in relatioh to,the nature
of the research effort proposed.

4 Cost Proposal:

as.

C.

Budaet

This section of the proposal should qpntain a listing
of all direct and-indirect costs assOciated with
-the research project.

I

The' offerbr, as a minimum must submit cost proposals
fully(.4upparted by cost ind. pricing data adequate to
establish the reasonablianess of theproposed amOunt.,
In addition: --

a. The cost for individual elements, such at
analytical studies, reports, etc:, shall
be ttemized;

The estimated Cost of each phase or segment
of the offered performance shall be itemized;

Q.
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C. Breakdown of direct labor cost shall be
estimated by major functional areas including"
number of person houes and applicable actual
or,average hourly rates, overhead rate,
and supportingsschedules;

tBreakdown of cost Ofsmateriils shall be
segregated into purchases, subcontracted
items, and other items;

e. Travel estimates should be supported by
breakdown including destination, duration,

_purpose, and cost;.

f. Consultants should be listed separately;
include a completebreakdown of days, rates,
and other items;"

Indirect cost rates (fringe benefits, over-
head, general administration): If your
institution does not have approved Federal

. :Government Indirect Cost Rate, include an
explanation and supporting calculations of:
Proposed rates.

The following page contains an illustration of the budget.format

to be Used fOr each Oase Of the proposed project under this soli-...

citation. A phase implies stages of achievement within the total Project.

,For example, phase I'may end with the completion of the preparation for
(-

field testing after the first three months of prdject implementation.

A consolidated budget s ould be included which summarizes total costs
,1-

t

by budget cate§6ry,for each proposea phase of theproject.'
,



Phase I

.Direct Labor

Princlple Investigator
-ResearchAsst.
Clerical Support

Total Salaries

Fringe Benefits 15%

Total Labor

Travel

. 200 miles @ 18.5/mile

Parking - 20 trips x $1.00

Other Direct. Posts

SAMPLE BUDGET

Hours Rate

100 8.00
200 4.00
100 4.00

Cost

,Reproduction -1509-pages @ .05/pa9e

Telephone - 12 months @.$20-.00 / month

Total Direct Costs

Overhead 50% of Salaries

Fee '7%,

Total

2. Other Administrative Daia

2,672..
1 000

, I 3*672

257 ,

3,929,

The:prbposal shall contain a i,tatement to the
effpct that, it is a firm offer forta period of.
at'least 60 days from the date of.Aeceipt

thereof by InterAmerica ResearchAssociates, Inc.

b. The propoSal shall list the names, titles, and
telephone numbers of persons authorized to conduct
negotations.



""

Review Process

4^,

The following criteria shall bd used in Proposal evaluation with each

criterion weighted as indicated. The proposal for the basic scope of work

will be evaluated in accordance with the Evaluation Criteria.

A. "Quality of Research Plans

1. Significance of proposed research, including importance of thetopiC fn terms of basic knowledge or problems in language pro-
ficiency assessment, and including'the likely magnitude of the
contribution that will be made to .knowledge if the.project is
successful.

. 25 points4

2. Qua.lity of the proposed research study, including the follbWing
concerns:

a. thoroughness and soundness of the rationale in terms ofthe aneysis of relevant i,ssues and previous research;

b. appropriateness of design, methodology, and analytic strategies;

c. appropriate use of the methods or per:spectives of a variety,. ,

of research disciplines;
-

d. appropriate collaboration with educational practicionerso
community member's, or other individuals working or living
in research sites;

e. likelihood of success of the project. 30 points

B. Personnef,:.

Qua.lity and relevance of training and prior rese rch experience;
,

1

J2. Appropriateness of the mix of the disciplinary backgrounds
of the personnel.

. 20 points

. . Management and procedures

. 1. Clarity and effidency of plans for Project.-
management;.

'Adequaty of support facilities;

Cost-effectiveness.

10 points

5 points

110 points
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AutItUr

Cummins. Jim

Carroll,
P4iries U.
Hortbecn
Arizona U.)

Cox. lerbara
(Systema and

,Evaluatlon la
. Education)

o Oleg.
Joaeph
(Penn.: Stara

University),

O011111,11.11..eki.,

Title

A Study of the:Aelationabip
Istueen Piret Language Pro-
ficiency in.JaPanese 4nd Viei7

-names* immtgredt'studente (IF)

An Assessment of the,Inter,-
dependence of Cognitive
Abilitise end. Lens. Prof.
Data from the Celoredo
River Indian Tribes Reeer-:
vation (0)

Lombardo. Darla.,

(Boston 'U.)

74

Langnsge end Cognitive
Development in ildia4nal-
Communication

The Relation ofVognitive
Abilities in goelal Studies
end Science to English and
Spanish Language.Proficisncy.
Credos /-9 (R)

i Comparison of tbe Cogn.
Reeding Development of

Italian/American Ril.
L HOnoiingnal Students
(V)

LAUCUAOR ASSESSUROT PR

?ropoulaUuhputttsd 1I/79.

t1 firs

Place of Study

Toronto, Canada-

;

r-SSPO 16140011,

,Hethod
X

\TestIngt
'Stet. Malt
*is

.

Colorado Ind. Ttibebl Teatingt
Reservation.- CO ' Stat. Analy-

sis

Rio Grand City,
Texas.,

4

uk esif

Cantonel*
4eAkin8 situ
dents (eges 10-
14'14,15)
64 Jepenean-
epeekinvetu-.,

dents (grades-
1.L 5)-

.Stestentary

students

' Wiection of Pano.

IntervAeus,
Observation.
Team:bar

rating.

Openiah-

speaking
atudente1

4813rd
stadsru

rum,* bIgt .11gYILlte.r.tl

To dettimine i16.245 cdtd*
affect of cogn./
academic ability
on L2 acquisition .

To ditirmine 4f 77,911
miniOnsi level of

perfermance in LI
i. necesoary 4efute
introduction of 12
tO avoid cognitive/
acedemie.difficuities

;cir4v

.:To; determinet 'yam
1. beckground
veriablet contri7,
butiog to bil.
lang devp. -

Lrel. of 414/cogui
functioning

Testingr 600 Uiapsnic
atat Anal.studentar

grades
.

Ioeton, HA queetion:
natter
Testing,
Teecher

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE,
Stat./wall.

,

tth ;1044-
eaudentas
20 Reliant
American,
15 Ialian.
15 ideericsi

17.04V

To determine n21430,000
of cognitive-
abiliticn tIn4

achievement In -

social st04ies
is science .

To determine .°4' 14,891

effect bilingnal
communication his
upon cogn.'.dtvlp



Author. . Title

-Cognitive Mantles end proficiency in's first and second langwege_futiLl

Tregar, Rater Reading Comprehension of
(lioatonjublic Spapeeh and Chinese Speaking
Schools) Student.: Ths Relationahlne

ge.tween Hatiee 4 Second Leng.
Oral Witty 4. World Knowledge
(r)

Plate of Study'

'Boston, HA

Tarawa, Reuben irropoSal for en Inyeatilation siladalphie, TA
Into the Factors Affecting:
Successful Hainstreeming Of,
)Spsnieh-speaking Students. (A)

cr

76

4nthnd

Testing 234 Spani.Sh7,

(ng Cioin) speaking,
Stat. I/00 Chinese-
Analinil

-dentit jricles

Question- 40 01611ot/us,
pairs. Eng., .40 bil.

tervinws, Spanieh mtu*.
Testing, 4ent4/3-4

. Stat. stasis

Analy410

purpose PmAito

. 14

lievioWer

To determine 2$,206. : F,O.K
correlation be-, .

tween existing'
oral lap*. ibilityv-
reeding comp.-, w0.04'

knOwlOdse

TO determine lin- 4.444
gulmtleicogn:
charecteristics:of

ouceSsofully. Main-
streamed students

1.

77



or

fa,

ne

Of tal)

NCUAGE Apgsstietm ramcrt

troponais Submittsti 109.

Setting and Proficiency in flint

:Title
rlace of StUdy

S

/laming Languagelfoticlecy Houston:Texas:
in Allinguil PersonnAn
Interdisciplinary. Approach On

giliugualism in Children
Families & Schoolat A ,

Follow-gip (1.).

Ind Neiseereh Program for the
dation' Development I. Application

of a Deo, Innovative-Ed.

Program-11n Lornnov
Learning Hethod-1Z)

es-
tiOt
taa):

c.

ser-Brown.

olty o(-
a)

Jnel
softy o(
I)

78

Interreletion Setwaen'Con-
textOal Variation la-Lang.
Vle'an4 Lang. Prof..

A Proposal for AG:easing the
LAnguage Pro(lclency of Ril.
Persons (F)

811Inguale Dom' S School
Languaget Ao Ethnographic
Study (0)

Lengsage Variations in the
Assessment of-Communicative
COmpetince
Children (1C)

1

Salt Lek. City.
Utah

riot 'pacified

Bt. Croix

Yairfax County, VA

POssabl

and Second Lenguake,

.1tethod pSubjefa
4'it A

2 elapses:
lat'grade/

lalinsoal

Survey/
Testing .

Obasrva-
t,On/

Interviews/
Stet: MAL.

Interview/
Testing

Question-
naire, '
. Testing

Obnerva-:
tion

Stat.
-` Analysis .

Chicago, Ill, Observa-
tion

(micro:-

etlino-
graphy),
Stnit.Annl.

various -sites COnverta-!

'tional rola

144)4114i
Tenting,

Stnt. Ansly-,

25739 10u.

income 16041.-

_con-Amrriran.
hil. families

150 Puerto
Ricans atu-1
dent..
(3rd &
grades)

It LEE stip-,

dental, Oradea
-

4 Spaaish-Eng,
RIX. st'ulantst
3rd gre4e

Purpose hAl$,e t Reviewers,

To: eaiena 423,376
Language pro-
ficiency ln
instructionai
& spontnneoui

sttuetiens

TO docUment:
. 21,069

changea relating
:

dev'p-
in. 40 rOsilon-
phip to family &
schoOl interim*:
tion

itudy follow-
up)

To,develOO and 25.,465
nariens Menns of
teaching L2 by
Loranev learning
Method.:

To determine the 27,600
rel. batu/ lang.
prof. And leng.
usage in various
aitOatione

"To dOVelop an $23,067
nananameUt device .

to ditermine
oral long. prof.
Of UP students

r,C.K

r eix

To determine 1 29,989 F,P,V.
evAlmire,how
differences Into/
home'S ochbol per-
ceptitins °f lang.
affect' prof .

lop todautal To nynthenire 19
f
260 71C,X.

veri.orwsges.. data And deter
and stoups mine sltuationnl

faCtort whith'
affet,t Coosa/mica- ,



tsogoaja Acquisktion

AuthOr Tttls Place,ol-Study
..

Harts Silanish LongnagivAcquisitiont Son Yrancisco.'.'inAtitt)
. A rropoaal to Conduct's Research

Study of the Acipilsiton of

Spanish Vichai Tenses Among
Hispanic- Childrain Ages 3-7
(C)

80

!

JO

Hethod SOisetk

Oboist:Vs" ' so Spanish-,
two/ waking stu-
Tesi10g, dents lases

WintLysifi
. .

tures* Rudgpt

To tistermina the 125,442
*volumes of tin-
vslopmsot of
'Spanish Verbal
forms in the
speech of Spanish-
speaking chlidrari

jteviewaro

.K,P,V
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Aothot-
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gchnmann. Ana
Harin
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Phillip
(Dolversitm,
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Vranken,
Stephen U.
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.uf S. Col.)

LAUCUACt ASSESSUSUT rxonsa

breskdOwn of Proposals:Suimateed 11/2i/79
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gSSOIlljaaltr9.91,S9mMunkLagil
Title s pace of Study

,The Effect of T.:lecher Language Union City, HI *-

Proficiency on tamest. Via
Patterns and Proficiencies
atom Credo bilingual Students

*.ON)

Assessing Language Prof. ..
(DD)

The Rola of Conversational
-Strategies in -Childhood

Languare ACquisition (EE)

ti..11, Luis C. bilingual Communication in
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Y tillyA. Tillmora
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Jcs. Deborah Keller-Cohen
P ?mil !later('
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-
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01;
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"

Observation
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Interview,

StaC,Anal.

12/5/79

blecta PUrOode btet ItevieWei

1.0 teechore/ To determine $10,483 luor
let gr. OlsOknic the effect of
studekts tescher language /"..

proflAney on .nto-
4ent language
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,111sPanic

dente -

stu7 1.'To Idelitity -304025
. 7 icati9gs (in

clssoroom used to
elicit language.
2. id. long. prof.
14,a vetlety :of

claaaroom situasions
! '3.'Dev!p long. meas.

strategies for usa_by -
teach-ers.

200 studientst To.determins how 25,462.80 F,C,1(
7(agea 7-41) etilitation of conversa-- *.

90 Spanish bil.,tional strategic. Influence.
90 Vietsamese closaroom learning
bil; student*,
20 Englieh mono!.
liuiIfll
12 spinloWlio- ro develop nod 0;45,923
glish plonking te:i communication
students ot a' activities which
2nd/3rd grade: %ill )4eld dativn
comb. class communication strata-

' 4Aes

3
8 2
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(IOW_
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P .Competence in
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Uro-Tetang & Requestivess
TU0 "Pects.a. Communicative
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school Cis...room
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44.for Holt. u.) (J)
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Place of Stugy
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>
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sresMing bil.
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Testing
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4
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Hathodi for Morning TrOficiency_in a Ytrat and Second,i.evege (CAlt.)

Au Illy Title rlaceof Study 4etho4

/Aesessing Language rrof. South Band, Observe-
Coosa \az.

. Phillip (pp) Indiana tion/
(Petveraity
.of Waihiegtoo)

Stat,
Anal.

Lazarus, Peggy

-1Iartiu fouls,
(Cal. Evsl. Sow-
vices)

Mazon. H.,./leyes

Shih Hay
(Has)ington
State University)

Proposal in Assessing the
Language Trot. of Bilingual
Persons (A)

.

A District-wide
Oral Language.Aasessment
Plow& Option for rocket
Language Group's (U)

,

;

Ploon,.Arirone

dioria'A-David Oral Languag Various
AsseasmentA Sentence Repe-:
tition Task (G)

Communicatively Focuned Tasks
Teaks. Which Focus on Lang.

Form: An Evaluation %of Tech-
niques for Diagnosing.ZSL
Learners' Command of English
Grammatical Roles (AA)

Pullman, VA .

Silver, Jacob Amitemslog tha Language Prof, Hichigan
(l.earning Research of Bit Person. (X)
Aamocintes)

'objects PuTene. tudget.

Hispanic atu-...1.To identify 30,025
4onts settings (claire)

uned tO elicit
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A Varielk of
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Stat., Silica/

Anal.

-

Interviey rock'at language To develop A 03032
COnverea- groupe (appr. refine assess-.
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wide'asseelment
oof lat and 2nd 1
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cies of itudents

in'hil. programa
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bilingual
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Tenting/ 31 W.I.. stu-

Stet.Anal.Annte (K-12)1
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To refine the 34,933
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producen individual
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ssieening EAL learners'
productive & reoep-
tive'command of Ens.
grammatical +structures

1
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Berson, Haney
(Unrtford School
Moffitt)

120/79

LANGUAGE ASSESSHEULPROJEGT

Proposal..SubmItted 11/79

Hethoda!or 'Assessing rroftelency In a First And Second Language

TWA. Place of Study . _Method ybfect
Methods for Aasoosing liirtford, Conn. Testing/
rroficiency CiAl First'

, Stat.
and Setond Language (S)

Analyst.

.CothifStephealL('A Soctolinguletic Itkerpre-
(CAL). Cation' of Legal Tana. for

Bilingual Language Assess-
ment (I)

Cilia. Bernard

Calico, Cary
(u. of t114

Frasier, aruca
(Boston U.)

8 8.

Development and Zlold
TeatIng Of Guidelinam'A
rroeedurea for Conduc-,
1ing litlingual'UncatIon
State-411de Need. Assessment
Booed on Language rroficigncy
IR)

Inventigating a Criterion
Refaranced'Approach for
Aaaassing the Language
Proficiency of Bit. SEU-'
dents (BA)

Research on the Ylgurativa
Language Ability of the Al-
lingual Child (U)

Ono of the
followingt
Idaho, Michigan,
RI, Illinois

Oymapolgn, Ill.

Boston, HA

Observa-
tion/

-intarvIew/
Testlne
Stat. Analy-
st.

' StatiatIcAl

teating/
Stat.

Anal.

Obaervi.A.
jlon/
Stat.

Anal:

ruerto-RICen
atutientw

6 tat grade
litapantcstU-
dents

30 LEP high-
chool atu-
otenta (Appr.
10 language
groups)

rurell ..Budact. Ravlewara

To davelop a 424,910 r,t,v
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Overview

Proposals are being sought fOr fundamental research projects on issues

-associated with the assessment of language proficiency of students from second

languade backgrounds betng served in bilingual education programs. The research,

under this solicitation, will consist'of a,competitive program designed to support

-a number of relatively small basic research projects in four areas the areas and

the issues t,o be addressed through responses to this solicitation ore:

Solicitation for Proposals
in Assessing. the.Lanquage ProfiCiency 6f.

Bilingual Persons

Cognitive abilities and proficiency in a first and

'second language;

4' Setting and proficiency 4n 6 filtt and second language;

.Competence in classroom communication;
j

.Methods for assessing language prdficiency in a first

and second language.

The second of two one...year funding cycles will begin in the:fall 0,1980

for research on the language proficiency of tdlingual students from preschool through

high school. A OlAngual here is defined in a broid sense as referring to a student

who lives in a two-language
environment regardless of how well he or she.speaks the

non-native language. This definition should not be construed to include different '4

varieties of the same language, no matter how distinct they may be. ThUs research

-focusing on regional varieties (dialects) is not eligible for funding under this

solicitatian. Research studies focused on adult communicatiye compete e are also

ineligible for funding through this solicitation. It should be noted tha research

which fdcuses on bitingual students from a variety of ethnic and cultural backgrounds -

;

is strongly ercouraged..The specific.detailt of the retearch that
.6.9.0

found on page 5 entitled: Eligiblejtesearch.



Proposals will be funded on a one year basis only. Approximately $200,000

is available for this effort. It is the intention of InterAmerica Research.

Associates to support a small number of quality research projects. It is

ettimated that 6-10 projects may be funded under this solicitation. Offerors

should take these considerations into account in developing their proposals.

In coordination with the research, a program of professional development

organized by InterAmerica Research Associates will be ongoing. It will involve

the familiartzation of a small group of teachers with new, research-based

approaches to assessment and will incTude°1anguage proficiency research con-

ducted as a result of this'solicitation: Through the training program taacherl

will be assisted in ihterpreting and applying this accumulated research knowledge,

through workshops, seminars, and guided research.

.It is anticipated that some of the researchers will participate as trainers

in the teacher training effort associated with this contract. Im addition, ttinded

researchers will be funded to participate in a three day conference. To sha e

findings, provtde feedback to each other and-to critically review the result of

the research. InterAmerica will budget,funds separately for the conference and

the teacher training activities; they need not be addressed in either the Technical
ro,

or Cost Proposals.,

Statement of Need. Present efforts to provid schooling to students from hon-English

language backgrounds suffer.' Students are often misdiagnosed or misplaced as a

result of inadequate measures of language proficiency. For this reason educators and

Program administrators need to have more accurate measures of students proficiency

in their home language and in English in order to design and provide more appropriate

schoolfhg. Existing measures of language proficiency are often restrictdd to formal

tests which tap only a narrow range of grammatical, Phanological and lexidal knowledge.

They give little indication of how well and how successfully the student may actually



Use language in a range of social settings (e.g., in school, at home, among his or'

her peers, or in the community at large). Further, little is known about how scores

on these tests relate to communicative competence. In addction, the tests may fail

to provide information that is of use to the teacher for instructional planning,

because the skills measured by the tests- (e.g., phonological differences) may differ

from *the skills that are important for learning effectively 'in the classroom

(e.g., ability to comprehend a reading passage). Finally, since existing tests of

language proficiency often confound linguistic skills with underlying cognitive

skills such as memory, problem solving, or creative thinking, ways are needed (if

possible) to distinguish.these in order to obtain an independent assessment of language

proficienCy, or at least to determine the relationship between linguistic and cognittve

development. As a practical goal of language assessment, teachers need to be able to

relate students' language proficiency to tfla kinds and levels of proficiency required

for effective participation in their classrooms, and they need to know how to carry

out such as assessment realistically and interpret its results_in meaningful,ways.

Objective of the Research Effort. Because so little is known about fundamental

factors affecting communicative competence, and the interaction of proficiency in

two languages with' proficiency in each language and with other cognitive and social

factors, proposals on a broad array.of basic research topics are considered appro-

priate for funding undet th4s solicitation.

Basic research is sought which will better enable educators and scholars

to measure language proficiency in both English and in a student's native or home

language in a manner that is sensitive to the rapge of the student's (pre-school'

through high school) communicatile

useful. The specific o6jective of

language competence/proficiency in

a foundation for developing better

and cognitiv&competence, and that is educationally
%-

the research is to study characteristics of students'.

a variety of natural communication situations, as

theories and'Working notions of language proficiency,
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and/or communicative competence, and in turn, for developing effective techniques

for measuring language proficiency of students whose native or home language is other'

than English.

Since research on language proficiency/communicative'tompetence has in recent

years been pursued somewhat independently in a number of disparate fields, including

sociology, anthropology, linguistics, psychology, educatiOn, and speech communication,

this solicitation seeks proposals 'from a broad range of disciplines. It especially

encourages research strategies from fields such as ethnography of communication,

psychometrics, survey sociology, sociolinguistic analysis of discourse variables,

developmental psycholinguistics, and cross-cultural socialization.

Definitibn of Terms. The concept of communicative comPetence, 'developed by Hymes, is

critical to language yroficiency research. It deals with the social and cultural

_knowledge an individual is assumed to have to enable him or her to use and interpret

linguistic forms (oral and written) appropriately in given contexts.

Language proficiency, as used herein, refers to the fluency and accuracy with

which an individual manipulates language skills for communicative purposes in the

receptive and expressive areas. rt thus forms part of communicative competence and

is to be understoad as including both receptive and productive skills in both oral ,

r

--'and written language modes.

From this perspective, assessment of communicative competence addresses the

question: How approariately does an individual interpret/respond to and transmit

meaningful messages in a range of specified contexts? It encompasses both non-verbal

behavior and cultural knowledge in addition to linguistic/comMunicative knowledge.

Assessment of language proficiency addresses the question: As measured on a defined

continuum, how well does a person Use one or more languages, including speaking,

understanOng, reading, and writing? While it is not possible to establish.an

'absolute distinction between the notions of language proficiency.and communicative



competence, the understanding here is that the term language proficiency is subsumed

within the broader concept of communicativd competence.

Eligible Research. The areas eligible for research are described below. Possible

research questions are offered as examples, and should not be construed as limiting

a researcher's creativity in responding to the issues.

1. Cognitive abilities and proficiency in a firstand second language:

What is the relationship between cognitive abilities and

language proficiency? Do different levels of brilifigual

proficiency effect cognitive abilities?

What cognitive demands are implicjt in instructional tasks

which affect the types of language proficiencies that

appear to be involved in performing these tasks?

Are particular levels or types of cognitive development

necessary for the acquisitign of a second language?

How can cognitive demands, such as memory or problem

solving, be disentangled from linguistic demands?

Researchlnight include, but is not restricted to, associational studies,

cross-sectional studies across age spans or between critical transitions (e.g.,.

from childhood to-adolescence), or task analysis of the linguistic and cognitive

demands of instructional activities.

2. Setting and proficiency in a first and second language:

In what situations does communication take place, and

how can particular situations determine or constrain

language use?

What are variations in language usage by students across

different settings or situations?

How do contextual variations in language use affect

measurement and interpretation of proficiency?
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How do school relevent proficiAcies affect non-school

situations? 4-

How can socio-cultural determinants of appropriate

language behavior be controlled for or exploited in

assessment practices?

Research, strategies might include, but are not restricted to, case studies

of individual students, naturalistic-observation of language use in various contexts

in and out of school, or contrastive studies of the findings of different assessment

strategies.-

3. Competence in classroom communication:

What are typical communication demands (oral and written)

in both Ehglish and-native languages that are placed on

students in bilingual classrooms? .

What are the ways in which students of varying degree

English and native language proficiency cope wi

communication demands in bilingual classrooms?

What are the effects of teacher language proficiencies

on classroom communication characteristics?

How does the social structure of the classroom affect

the way in which. children-use one or two languages?

Research might capitalize on, but is not restricted to, athnographic method

of observing language use in a particular context, on other methods for recording

and analyzing natural behtvior (including language), or on more traditional methods

for studying communication.

4. Methojis for assessing proficiency in a first and second language:

How does knowledge that language use varies across

different contexts provide understanding of the

relationship between results obtained on objective

langUage assessment measures standardized

and/or Criterion referenced tests) and ethnographic.

data?



-In what way can language assessment procedures be

structured so as to integrate ethnographic data and

. criterion-referenced and norm-referenced test results?

IA variety of disciplines and mixtures of research methods can and should be

drawn iupon in investigating any of the above topics (e.g., naturalistic observation,

tradiional psychometrics, sociolinguistic analysis etc.).

Although it is not absolutely required, in order for the results of this

resealLch to have maximum use in improving classroom assessment practices, proposals

should, to the greatest extent possible, be structured to address research questions

whicil: directly affect.bilingual classroom practices. Where relevant, proposals

should reflect an awareness of classroom realities2 the needs facing teachers, and

the constraints and opportunitiis affecting the classroom situation.

Guidelines for the Preparation of Proposals

Eligible Offerors. A proposal is generally prepared by the principal investigator

on whose behalf it is submitted. roposals may be submitted by academic institutions,

non-profit and profit making organizations, state education agencies (SEA's), local

-4ducation agencies or a combination thereof. Proposals from graduate students and

/

unaffil iated invest4gators may also tre submitted,

Application Procedures. Research Proposals should be in tWo parts - a.Technical Proposal

and a--Cost Proposal. Each of the parts must be separate and complete in itself so that

evaluation of one may be accomplished independently of and concurrently with evaluation

of the other,

The 'deadline for receiving proposals is nOon, July 14 1980. Eight (8),coptes

of the Technical Proposal and three (3) copies of the Cost Proposal.shoOld be submitted
u
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to:

Charlene Rivera
Language Assessment Project Director
InterAmerica Researcft Associates
1555 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 600
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209

Any proposal received at the office designated in the soliOtation-after the

exact time specified for receipt will not be considered unless it is received before

award is made, and:

it was sent by registered or certified mail not later

than the fifth.calendar day prior to4the date speci-

fied for receipt of offers (e.g., an offer submitted

in response to a solicitation requiring receipt of

offers by the 26th day of the month must have been

mailed by the 21st or earlier);

it was sent by mail or telegram or other guaranteed

courier service and it is determined that, the Tate

receipt was due solely to mishandling by InterAmerica..

Research Associates after receipt:

it is the only proposal received.

Any proposal modification submitted after submission to InterAmerica is

subject to the same conditions as described above. It should be noted however that

this does not appIT to the normal revisions.to proposals by offerors selected for

discussions during the usual conduct of negotiations with such offerors (these

determined to be within the competitive'range).

The only acceptable evidence to establish the date of mailinvof a late'

proposal or modification sent either by registered mail or certified mail is-in the

postmark on both the envelope and wrapper and on the original receipt from the U.S.

Postal Service or other appropriate courier service (such as Federal Express). If

neither,postmark shows a ledibie date, the proposal or modification of proposal shall

be deemed to have been mailed late. The term "postmark"means a printed, stamped, or



otherwise placed impression exclusive of a postage meter machine impression that is

readily identifiable without further action as having been supplied and affixed on

the date of the mailing. Therefore, offerors Should request the postal clerk on

other courier service to place the date sent bn both the receipt aAd on the envelope

or wrapper.

Proposals may be withdrawn upon receipt of a telegram or in person by an

offeror or hislher authorized representative, provided his/her identity is Made

'known and he/phe signs a receipt for the prbposal prior to award.

The Technical Proposal: A research proposal consists of the components described

below.in the order listed.' Pages should be typed on one side only, doUble spaced,

numbered consecutively at the bottom, with a one-inch margin at the top. Each copy

of a proposal should be stapled in the upper left-hand corner but otherwise unbound.

Eight (8) copies are required, at least one of which must be signed by the principal

investigatorand by an official authorized to .commit the submitting institUtion (if

1.

there is one) to the conduct of the project and to the managethent of funds. Any

c

IL-

i

reprints or other materials to be considered with the proposal should also be

furnished 4n sets and attached to:the individUal copies Of the proposal.-

Title Pvie... The title page should contai, n the, names of the Principal -

Investigator(s) and the institutional affiliation and authorized negotiator (if

applicable): The title of the proposed research should be accurate and descriptive.

Table of Contents. The major elements and subelements of the proposal

should be listed with their page numbers.

Project Abstract. A summary of the proposed research suitable for publication

is required. This abstract about 250 words in length will be the basis for

publication of inKmat4on about the proiect if an award is made. The phrasing of

the abstract should avoid first persdn Oonouns, and be informative to Other



Professionals in the same or-related fields. It should include a siatement of,the

research objectives, the technical methods to be employed 4nd the significance of

the proposed research.

Description of the Proposed Research. Technical Proposals should be pre-

pared using the following format. It should not exceed,30 double-spaced pages in

length.

- Introduction/Background. The introduction/background should pro-

vide an overview of the proposed project and should indicate

generally the population and issues to be studied.

Scope of Work. A description of the setting and the demography

of the area in which the research will take place should be

provided. It should include, insofar as the information is

relevant, the following:

community language history;

description of bilingual program classroom(s)

where research effort is expected to take Place

(if applicable); -

Principal investigator's and/or institution's ex-
\

perience working with the community and/or school

district'where it is expected the research effort

will take place (where appropriate to the proposal);

description of any cooperative agreements that have

been entered Into insofar as research sites are

concerned (if applicable);

history of involvement in similar-type research by

the Principal Investigator.

The first part of-this section,should include a descrtption of the

proposed.saMpling plan, if applicable. Relevant variables and .a



plan for their control should be described. This component of the

proposal should include a detailed definition oeindependent and

dependent variables and their relationship to one another.

In addition, this section should succintly present the conceptual -

framework, hypotheses, aims, methods, and expected results of the

proposed research. There should be a Clear and logical relationship

among: (a) the basic ideA of the research proposal, (b) its specific

aims, (c) its methodology, (d) the stated justifications or felt need

for the project and (e) lines of linkage to existfng practices or theory.

The proposal should indicate wh'ether or not the approach being

proposed offers anything that might be new or that clearly

warrants support for tryout, or constitutes a significant

contribution to existing knowledge or practice.

There should be a clear and logiCal relationship Among the meth-

odloqy ;identified for studying the proposed research question and

the research design. There should be a description of the rele-

vance of the results for potential uses and users keeping in

mind possible replicability by trained school personnel.

The second part of this section should contain a precise, detailed

sequential set of tasks to be performed in order to cbllect lnd

analyze the,information related to the research issues under in-

vestigation and to report the findings. Tasks should be justified

individually and together so as to demonstrate a clear and logical



t.

reldtionship to the proposed project purpose.

Potential problems and proposed means of dealing with

them should be described in detail. In this regard, a

-7,-'--/71-eChanism for external evaluation of the-research should

also be provided.

The proposal should provide adequate provisions for mairi-'

taining communications with InterAmerica and other projects

funded under this solicitation. Included should be provisions

for short monthly and quarterly reports which document the

research in progress. The plan for developing the final report

should be-delineated.

The researchers should demonstrdte awareness of the need to

disseminate findings through a variety of means. Researchers

may be asked to share their findings with the Language Proficiency

Teacher Training Program operated by InterAmerica Concurrently

with the research effort.

The proposal should address the receptivity of the researchers,

and others involved in the research to sharing and coordinating

their findings with other research projects funded under this

Staffing/Management Plan. This section of the proposal should

describe the qualifications of the personnel who will be directly

involved in the research effort. Information is required which

will show the composition of the total proposed personnel, their

general qualificatiops, and recent experience with similar research

efforts. Special attention should be given to the research qual-



ifications of the Principal InvestigatorResumes of-the proposed/

staff which indicate educational-background,.recent experience Ifid

specific research or technical accomplishments Should also be in-
.

cluded. If the staff have not been identi:Fied,4a detail statement,7s

of required qualifications and task responsibilities must be given.

It should be noted that qualifications of proposed staff will weigh

substantlally in the evaluation of proposals. Other personnel

\Involved,with the researc effort, 'such.as paid consultants or

consultants through in-kind arragements with institutions, should

also be identified nd the extent of their'involvedent indicated,

Summaries of qual ications .or esumes for these persons should

be submitted with the proposal. If consultants have not been iden
Jo(

fied, a specific indication of required qualifications.and task

responsibilities should be given.

4

.41 chart and/or desci.iptive account showing how the various actiVitiesA

will be coordinated should be included so as to demonstraté an aware-

ness of organizational influences on project'impl,ementation and controlt.

The,number of months or percentage of'effort to belgvoted by each

individual named in the proposal should be stated rega41ess of the

source of support. ,Itespondents should also indicate how their

sche les:correspond with the:schedules of the schOols.orschool

distr tS inyolyed,if applicable.

If not provided elsewhere, respondents must describe current or

'previous related grants or contracts from Whichlthe Principal

1,nsestigator.and/or institutions h drawn or are now drawing
,
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support. In addition, all other-support being.received or

applied for to support the same or related research involving

personnel who will be conducting the activities ofothis'research

egfort must be listed. Identify the program by title and indicate

the agency or organization which supported (or is supporting) the

work, and thelevel of financial supportgiven.

Other considerations for.this section include:

unique arrangementt whiCh no other 7 or very few -

persohs or organizations are likely to have which are

essential for effectively carrying out this research;

equipment and unusual operating procedures used to

protect personnel froM hazards.associated with this

project. If the special needs of the proposed researchi

require equipment, nOt available-, it:may be rehted:or

leased fOr the time required. Vo non7exPendable

equipment may be purchased under this sobOontract,

other factors you feel .are important to support your

proposed research.

Perforthance and delivery schedules which ihaicate expected perforMance
,

and delivery time-lines should be included, Schedules should be

shown in termt of calendar Wieeks ormonths from ihe effective

date of the subcontract. Schedules should be such that they can be

used for internal or external monitoring of the project progress.

Delivery schedules-for reports will be as follows:

brief (2 pages) monthly Progress reports; two (2) copies of

the report shall be provided to the Project Director .

tri-monthly reports beginning three months after subcontract

award; they should document the,research in progress and

indicate the status of the work within .each area of the



'research. Phie (5) copies of the report shall be provided

to the Project Director.

final reports (1 month after termination of research project).

The subcontractor shall provide a cameraAreidy copy, plus

ten (10) copies of a final, edited proofread report following

an approved format. Guidelines will be provided td funded

researchers.

an abstract of 250 words shall be provided with the final

re0ort.

Some additional points to consider when completing this section

include:

indication of the fact that key project personnel mill

devote adequate time and energy on the project.

if in a school, demonstration that the project is in

fact approved by appiopriate officials. Evidence-must

be provided to demonstrate support offered by the

administratprs and especially middle-level administrators

and others who have the power to facilitate or impede_the

project.

the experience and'achievement of the key personnel should

indicate their capabiltties in relation'to the nature of

the research effort proposed.

Appendtces. These may be ;included as appropriate to support the

information provided in other elements of the .proposal. Updated,

vitas of senior personnel should also be included.

:Thetost ProPosal. This, seditonof the proposal should Contain A listing of all

direct and Indirect costs asiociated with the research project. The offeror, as

a minimUM, mint suhmit cost peOposals fully supported 'by cost and'pricing data

adeqdate to establish the reasonableness of'the proposed amount. Three (3) copies

must be submitted i/ith the:Technical Proposal.



In addition:

the cost for individual elements, such as analytical

studies, reports, etc. , should beitemized;

the estimated cost of each phase or segment of the

offered performance should be summarized;

breakdown of direct labor cost shall be estimated by

major functional areas including number of person

hours and applicable actual or average hourly rates,

overhead rate, and supporting schedules;-

breakdown of Cost of.materials. shall be segregated into'

.purchases, subcontractecritems, and other items;

travel estimates should be supported by breakdown

including type of transportation, destination, duration,

purpose and cost: mileage rates for personal automobiles

should be calculated at.18.5t per mile;

consultants should be listed separately; complete

breaiidown of days, rites, and other anticipated

exPenses should be included;

indirect cost rates (fringe benefits, overhead,

general administration): If your institution does

pot have an approved Federal Government Indirect

Cost Rate, an explanation and justification for the

proposed rate should be included.

The following is an illustration of a budget format that can be used. A

phase implies stages of achievement within the total project. For eXample, Phase I

may end (after the first three months of project implementation) with the completion

of the preparation for field testing. Phase II may conclude with the collection of

data; and Phase III may include data analysis and preparation of the final report.

Regardless%of whether the project is divided iiito.phases a cOnsolidated budget shbuld

be included which summarizes total costs by budget category for the entire project.

110
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COST PROPOSAL

SAMPL E BUDGET

Phase I September 1 - June 15

Preparation for and Initial Field ,Testing

Direct Labor

Principal Investigators

GC

AW

Research Assistants

RF

RH'

WF

Cterical SuPoort

SUFITOTALst 7

Phase,JI 4gne 16 -August 31

Research-IMplmnentatiOn and Analysis of Data

Direct Labor

Princinal Investigators

GC.

AW

Research Asiistants

Houri,

380

120

380

380

380

190 1

Rate

15.00

10.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

5 do

Cost

5,700.00

1,200.00

2,660.00

2,660.00

2,660.00

950.00

1930 15,83000

RF

SUBTOTAL

Total Labor
r.

Supplies (e.g., cassette tapes)

Travel 500 miles at 18d/m1le

Reproduction'.. 600 pages at 5t/page

TOTAL

150 9,00 1,350.00

750

2680

8,850.00

24,680.00

200.00

90.00

30.00

25,000.00

Other administrative issues:

The proposal shall contain a statement: to the effect that

is a firm, offer for a Period of _at least-60 days- from, the date

of receipt thereof hy .1:nterAmerica Reseirch Atsociates, Inc

The proposal Shall list-the names, titles, and telephone nuthers

of pertons:authorized to conduct negotiations.



Proposal Processing and Evaluation

Eligible research projects will he selected by a review panel of experts

representative of a broad variety of language and cultural- backgrounds, who are

knowledgeable with regard to language assessment issues, the ethnography of commun-

. icationfirst and second language acquisition, sociolinguistics, P sycholinguistics

and psychometric research. (Proposals which do not address the issues listed here

will not be considered respAsibe"to this solicitation unless sufficient justifi-

cation for their Consideration is given, The final decision in such cases will be

made on thi basis of the-recommendations of the review panel.)

InterAmerica plans to process proposals as quickly as possible. The time.

77equired for final action will usually be six to nine weeks, exclusive of delays

occasioned by modifications or supplementary submissions,

Evaluation Criteria. The award of subcontracts from InterAmerica under this solici-

tation is discretionary. In general, projects will be supported in order of merit

to the extent permitted by the available funds. The following criteria shall be

used in proposal evaluation with each criterion weighted as indicated:

Quality of Research Plans

Sigffificance and appropriateness of proposed research, including

importance of the topic in terms of basic knowledge of problems'

in language proficiency assessment, and including the likely mag-

nitude of the contribution that will bemade to *understanding of

language proficiency if the project is successful. 25 points

Quality of the proposed research study, including the. following I

concerns:

thoroughness and soundness of the rationale in terms of

the analysis of relevant issues and previous research;

\ - appropriateness of design, methodology, and analytic

sirategies;



clarity of the logical relationship between the project

purpose and the proposed methodology;

likelihood of success. 30 points

Personnel

Quality and relevance of training and prior research experience;

Indication of competence to carry out research;

Appropriateness of the mix of disciplinary backgrounds of personnel;

6-Appropriate collaboration with educational practitioners, community

members or other individuals working or living in research sites

15 points

Management

'Clarity and efficiency of plans for project management; 25 points

Adequacy of support facilities. 5 points

TOTAL 100 points

(Administration of Research Support

Projects selected for support may be funded through fixed.-priced subcontracts,

consultantships or other agreements made between InterAmerica Research Associates

and the proposing organizations. Most projects will be supported by means of sub-

contracts which wirl be administered in accordance with the General Provisions of

the NIE contract (No. 400-79-0042) "Assessing the Language Proficiency of Bilingual

Persons".

The administration of the supported activities is governed by the provisions

'of the award. Primary responsibility for compliance with these provisions rests

With the'institutions and/or individual selected.



APPENDIX D

Breakdown of Proposals Submitted 7/14/80

According to,Categories Addf4ssed in RFP



Anthor and
Plate Of
origin or.

Affiliation

Cordova-Ferrer.
Jaequeline
Individual

Garcia, Eugene
Arizona State
University

,
-

.1 Herbert,
plaries.
EnECpolnt
Systems

nernandez-Chavez.
. Eduardo

IndiVidual

lombardo. Karla
ponton Univ..

Title

The Relationshtp
Between Cognitive
Ability and
language Profici-
ency in a First
and Second-
Language of

Dilingual Parsons

pliinguai Proficiency
Soclo-ecenomic Class
and Cognitive
Funetioning

A Study to Ascertain
andDefine Oral and
Written language
Acquisition.and
Troficleitey in
Spanish and English
Speaking Studen.Urfor
Grades.K112

siudy_of Graphic Sense
and Its Effects on the
AcquisltiOn of -

Literacy.

A Comparison of the
Cognitive amul Reading
Development of
Italian/American
nilingnal and
Manolingual Students

115
Lily lc'Filisiore 0 m Freul C neaee

LANGUAGE Assworta PROJECT

Breakdown.of Croponais Submitted 7/14/00
According to Categories Addressed in *FP

Cognitive.Abilitles And Proficiency in a First and Second language

*lace of%Study Method Subjects Purpose-

school,Dtatriet Tests,- 4 Classrooms Determine
11. Manhaitan Observation.

Data
6th grade relationship

between
Analysis vognitive

lempe, ArizomaC

Los. Angeles.,

City Schools .

Calistoga, CA

Boston, Hass.
Brooklyn, N.V.
Perugia. Italy

Teats.
Statistical
Analysis

Tests. Oral
and written
temple,.

StatistiCal
Analysis

Interviews,
teats, data
analysia

Tests,
questionnaire,
statiatical.
analysis

BEST con hweidn'y

Deborah. Keller7Cohen -

50 subjects
1st grad.
Span./Eng.

K-12
200
Bilingual
students

Ability-and
Aangnage-
proliciency

Letters of
,Sapport T Butiget Reviewers'

School District $10,205.00
#1. Manhattan

Assess the
relationship.
between

:bilingualism
and cognitive
lunetioning

10 deterraine las Angelei
language . Unified Sehool
acqul t ton and Di atrict
proficiency
thtongh

computer.. :

analysis of

oral awl
written work

'02:951.00 G,K.V

;Do preschool .Study:the
4-6 years old :development of
K-lst grade' childre0r,
student* COnceptualita-

tion.of-
writtan
language

10-11 years'

old, fith
grader's,

440 indentir,
60 Iti/amer.

OnlOtionship
between .

connitive,, oral
langnage,:read-
ing,'and

achievement
lintels of 1.

bilingual and

monolinguals.

$31,120.00

CelistogaAoint
Unified Sehool
District j

$29.200.00 roc,

Poiton public
schools

Brooklyn Mille
Schools

rani plater° V * Guadalnpe

$43.195.00 -SONY:



Author and'
Place of
Origin or
Afftlietlon

Ramirez III,
flannel

Systems and
Evaluation in
Faucatioliand
liantal Health

Redlinger,
, Wendy
ACCESS

Title

Patterns.of Dual
Language
Acquisition In a
hillagual Comanualty,
Linguistic and
Cognitive .

Characteristics

474;77,

EAHGOAGE-ASSESSHEHT PROJECT

Dreakdowof ProPosalsi SObnitted 7/11/00
lccording to Categories Addreesed in RFP

Cognitive.Abilitieg and. Proficiency ln.4 First nd Second IA:19114ga

Place of Study .

ticAllen.` L

Joya; Rio Grande
City, and Roma,
Texas

Watnralletic Washington, D.C.
Acquisition of English- 'San Juan,- P.R.
and-Spanish-An-A-Second .
Language Among Five
Year Old Immigrant and
Reverse Migrant Hispanic
Children

Wethod Subjectt

Tests.

interviews,
data
analysis

Observation,
quentionnalre
test, data '

analysis

140 3r4
-grade

tudents

6 children
3 - D.C.
3 - P.R.

sanchex, Cognitive Abilities and Chula Vista, Observation, GOO 3rd
Rosaura Poificlency in a First San Ysidro, tests, . and Gth
Univ. of
Calif.

and Second language Calexico,-and
El Rancho

quentionnalre,
statistical

grade.
Hispanic

Wheal analysis students
Districtn

Wiggins, Are Cognitive Styles_ Mid West, Observation,
Thomas and Ianguagt, Del City, tests1
Only. of .Attitudes a-Function Public statistical
oklahoma of Language Profici- schoele analysiu

'ency Attainment in
Limited English
Proficiency Students%

. Lily W. Fillmore - C Fred Genenee -

111

. Deborah Keller-Cohen -

Purpose

Idnntlfy and
describe'

linguistic anti
cognitive .

Characteriatica
that relate bo
child's exper-.
Aeneas in dual
-.language
acquisition

Statistically
thesen
'from LEP's

Lettersinf
Support

Implication None,
of processes
of second
language
learning tO
language
assessment

Compare Calexico
cognitive El Rancho
development
of bilingual
Spaninhk
English
students with
Haxican
students

Determine how Hld West,
cognitive Del City
*tying and SchOola
language
attitudes

affect
proficiency
In "2

.fludget neulewerm

522,000.00 E.G.P

632.4?1.00

$27,006.00 t.,K,V

12; ?03.0(i

Paul Platero V . Guadalupe ifsWei-Fillis

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE



, jAtIMAGE. ASSESMENT PROM=

0/4/00

Dreakdown of Proposal. SUbmitted 7/14/00
According to Categories Addreased In RfP

Cognitive Abilities and Proficiency in.. First and Second Language

Author ancl

Place of
Origin or
Affiliation Title Place of-Study flethod Subjects

Wolfe, David Relationship of Levels Philadelphia 5th-Oth
thrlt,

Temple.
of Cognitive
to Levels of

Abilities
Lingutotic

Public aml
Parochial

guestionnalre,, Hispanic
statistical and

Univ. Proficiency Schools analysis Anglo/American

Tezman. Doris
individual

The HUI:tete:7ot

Conservatfon lgvel
Achlevement-Upon
Morpheme Production
in English and
Axabic

Idly W. Fillmore G Fred Genesee

Hamtramck.
Michigan,
.Wayne County
Schools

observetion,
statietical'
analysis

40. students

0-li years

w !Deborah reller-Cohen - P Paul Plater° -

arsr COPY

Purpose
Letters of
Support

DtsCever ArchdlOceve of
reletidhship Philadelphia' .

of linguistic
proflcieney
and cognitive
competency in
hilingual and'
monolingual
children

investigate 00 Hone
effect of . .-

conservetlon
tatk perform-
ance.on the ,

acgelsitlon of
comparative.
and
superlatives
English and
'Yemeni

Budget eevieverS

' $29,919.00 r,aor

$11,134.00 G.K°

Guadalupe Vaidee-Fallls

Wilma



4-- -1
.,.,

1%oi.1kor alba

Pface of
origin Or

Cohen, Bernard

RCM

ikaainguez

Dtiiiingo
SEM

Gowning,
Bruce T.

O. Minnesota

Duran,

Richard.
ETS

:

121

Title

Jibe Etfects of-Classroom
Social IsOlation on ,

1.111161/Aor. INSSESSOMIT. HWY=

of ormemisla SOLoottto4 7/14/00
A000t4tut to Categories Addresood Jo PEP

Setting On4 ProftelencY In a Pivot. sod Socoo4 toogulgok

Placa of Study Mdkiscid

:Stanford, coo.
San Antonio, .

English Language Acquisi-. Texas
tion Among-I:halted Pro-
ficient Students

Assessing the-Language
Proficieniy of Bilin-
gual Persons: Setting
and Proficiency in a
First and Second.
Language

Relationships Between
Some Sociolinguistit
Variables, Communica7'.
tion Strategies, and
Grammatical Profi-
cleney Scores of
Students 16.Spanish/
(twilit' and Wong
English Bilingual
Jr. High Sch. Setting

Communicative
Routines ln
Bilingual
Children

. Speech

^

Tests%

Oata
Analysiv-

.,

Rio Grande City
indep. Sch. Oist.

6019ootO Purpose

armies 1-3 To determine None
° 24-60 degree EngliSh

Students language skills
'of society
isolated LEP
are affected
by isolation

in determine planket
what constitutes Agreement
effective lang;
use and ways
environment
affects verbal
behavior

Tests,- 120 children
Observations, Grds.
Stotisticaf

Fibens indep, Sch.- Analysis
Oist.

San Elizario
Elem.-Sch.

St.:Paul
.

Public Sch.
Observation
and
Analysis

100
Omong/English
Spanlsh/Eng. '

7th -'9th
Grds.

$35,000. r. K,P

16 investigate St. Paul
communication- Pub. Sch
strategies used
in different
sociolinguistic
settings

.$34,711.
- .

F. P

'Thousand Oaks Observation, 4 Hispanic
questionnaire, 3rd grds
Bata- Analysis.

in Study
how

children's
inferences

affect se-
lection:of
sifeechlorms
and.way forms
ore coordinated
with Paralinguistic
cues

BEST WI AVAILABLE

Nierkeley
ihoified

, 'Sch. Oist.

$366840 1(6 V

1.10, tit...1fl1tooro flied COnoneo. DebOtoli 'tot lat-Ciiiien rOut PI/Otero " 000410Po VOlolesTratIto



Author awl
Place of
origin ov
AttLiimtIon

Erashen,

steldam
D. Southern

California

lopez-Emslie,
.Juli;

individual

McConnell'.

Beverly
Bilingual
Mini Schs.

Nagy.
Susan
individual

Perissinotto,
Giorgio

Duly. of CA`

Titter

The Role of
Conversational
.Strategies In .

Child Second
Aanguage Acq,

A Network Study
of Studenrs
Communicative
'Competence
Within Three
Social Contexts

Comparing the
Relationship
of Dual Language
Proficiency to
Cognitive Devel.
In a "Language
Shift" and&
"Language Hain,-

tenanCe" Comm.
Setting

A Study of

Seconcitanguage
TrOficiency and
Interferenci of .

American-DUn4arlan.
Bilingual Students7
A Vocabulary Srvy.

Language Ping...and
iaugnage Policy at CA
the,Family.Level
beChanisii Of Long.

Reinforcement Amng.
Span.-Spiong. Pre-
schoolers

LAUGUIM AOSESMEUT PRIWC,

breakdown of rropoeals Subiltted 7/14/00
according to Categories addrealoa in nrP

setting and Proficiency in a Pirnt. and Second language-

8/4/011_

illicit of Study bethod

A -

Santa. AnS,

CA

El'easo

Connell,. WA

taGrulia, 14

Rutgert
iiniversity

Santa Barbara,'

Tests,
-ObservatiOns Oft
And-Statistical
Anatysis 404tono-

lingual

411-4an.

Tests, 6-4th:

Obtervation, Students
Data Analysij

le investigate Santa Ana :

range of con7 SO: Dist:
verSational -

strategle$ used
by Spanish
English students
In L, and Li.

TO (*Serve effect El Paso
.of-Settings on. .Pub. Sch.-

..chlids' Communicative
competence.;

Survey, -200-4yrs.-
Tests yrs. In

preschool
Statistical day care
Analysis center

. .Questionnaire 7.44 yr.
Test, Data olds at
%Analysis Ilungarlan, :

Sat.:Classes

Observation: 30-Spanith,
Test speaking

pre-.

Statistical schoolers
Analysis

BESi COPY AVAILABLE

To compare - None
the relation-

Mainteh," 4
"Mpg.. shifr
prgrms. to
cognitive

Its,survey And None:
record aspects
4of langttage

proficiency of.

.English-Dungarian
bilinguals

$I2,025 f,K.P

To institute a Lascuela
Language inter- Tiburcio
vention.plan to Vasquez
increase verbali-
zation-, .TO de-:

'Stribe mechanism.
through Lithich Span,

speaking children
reinforce. I! 4



Ant4or end
Plar*.olf

Orrgte or totters of.
Afftliatton. Title rkace of tuily Nothod Subject. Stijott -.Reviewers

1.101G0AGP: itssro5lifar MUM=

Breakdown of Propitiate Submitted 7/14/00
According to Categoric. Mdreened an'

Setting and rroftoloncy in e'rtrat and.secoad Imuguage

..k A
.Russell, A Proposal for Wichita:- ' Interviews, Indochinese Research

Ihomas Funding:cif Parochial Sch. Test, Refugees, concerning
Language Sociolingulitic. Analysit ssodo-
Assetsment ' Research In . LaWton, OK 110guistic
Center of Language Assessment .Oriables
Kansas .

that affect

l4nguage
assessment

None 625.4112

'Wald,

Benji-

Rational
Center for

I Bilingual
J Research

, Study of the State Street Interview 6-5th 6 TO develpp 0 LA Unified 627,646
Vernacular School 1..A: Observation -: Oth grds. analyttcal 7 Sch. Olst. .

Language Behavior' Test.. semi- framewOrk In.
of So-called Statistical ilhguals which to asSess.
Semilingual Elea. Analysis ,- Wig.' prof,
Sch. Students in a in peer Inter.
Los Angeles 011. action of semir
Coimunity ' lingual students

!.ify W.TIllevore 0 a Fred Genesee Deborah Kellec-Colmmt .oraut.pintern ' Guedalope.Voldem4sIlls

GEST Wei kiviuuttgi



' Author and

Piece of
_Garin or.
Affiliation

Cathcart,
Ruth L.
Univ. of CA

freeman,

Cecilia
Individual

-18ernandei,
! Elinora
individual

LoilcOno,
ROnald.

Cooperative
-Educational.

Services .

Title.

Herino,
Barbara

University
of.:Catifornia

`Piper,:
Richard '
Apnited
Social
Research, Inc.

1 8 I V. 1111

CoMionicative
..CoipetenCe In
Kindergarten

English Prof.
ao& Early.
Reading in
Bilingual
Students

Verbal ind Noh-
Verbal Communica-
tion Deiands in
the Bilingual

-Classroom: A
Descriptive Study.-

LanGnAGAAGSEGOOEOTPAWECT

mreeadown of Proponale &knitted 7/14/00
Accocdtni to Categories &Weaned in oirr

.Compotence:in Claisroom Coeenuiteation.

Place'of.Atuds :Hletipod subjects
A

Pittsburg; CA

Arlington Cnty.
Public Sch.

. El Paso, Tg

The Effects Of Bridgeport &
HaintenanceLvs. Stanford
Transltion:on- Connecticut.,
Academic Achieve.'
for.Bilingoal . .

Atdots. of Dif-
ferent Levels Of.
Aptitude

The-RelatiouihiP of
English and Spanish.
Proficiency on
Communication ---

strategies in Bil.
Classroom Settings

The AsSessment'Of
ConceptuatStrOctures
inMath AS a_Precond.
fori)efining:t4, Oil.
Prgrm. Trans-. Crit.

Winter, Dixon,
,Richmond, sJ.,
CA

:.

Observation

Analysis.

Test,
interview,
Observation

S.

10-Spanish 7

104ngio ,

(Kindergarten)

10-SOanish
-10-VietnaMete

test, Grades

Observations. 1-3
'Statistical 12 classrooms

Analysts'

Tests

'Statistical
_Analysis: :

Meuse

0/4/On

Lettere of
Support'

Determine.

C040. coMp.
monolinguat-
bilingual
kindergarten

Discover Art. Coty:

Differences. Pub. Sch. :

in reading
Clop.
strategies

DesCribe the
:Strategies.

.hilingual
students use
to respond to
classroOm
cOmmOnlcative
del:lands.

lione

BtST COPY AVMIABLE

Budget ,Amvlawero

$23,004 ,

$14,285

20 classrooms Examine tido

, bilingual
5th grds. :instruCtional

modelS (tran-
sition and'
maintenance).

Observation, 120.4tudents" Determine
lest . k .7. 2 ability to
Statistical cope w/comm:

..Analysis. idelands 14
Alilloguar
classroom -,

indep.
Sch. Dist. $35,596 K,V

Bridgeport $29.927 KOf
Pub. Sch.-&

Stanford--
Tub. Sch.,

$36,090. ite ,

irvine,,Ociaoliew, Interiiews
Alhamboa,ingliwoOd

: Glendale Unlf, . Collection
Sch'; Dist. Analy&is

K - 6
Curriculum

. 7

Task analYsfs
and task

:description in

$11a0-gut,
liath prgrms.

more rpul Genenee - * nebornA paul Platero

Nene $47,862 P,V

Guadalupe Voider-Pe lisL



...Author and

Ileum of
(*Weer
Affiliation

.Piper,
Richard

APPlied
Social
Research, Inc.

Piper,
RiChard

(Same fs

above)

P° :Ribble,
i Robert
..lhaversity

. -of Dew York

Slaughter,
lkrlsn

Tucson Unified
School Dist.

Title

The Assessment of
Conceptual Structures
in the Natural Sciences
as a Precond. for
Defining El. Ril.
Prom. Trans. Crit.

The Assessment of
Conceptual Structures
in the Soc. Sc. as a
Precond. for Def.
Eq. Oil. Prgum. Trans.
Crit.

The Development
I Appl. of Instr.
for Describing'

Cove. DemanOs In
iM Prgrm. Cissrm

Enthode of Analtsing
Samples of Elidited
Dlecourie in Eug1101
and spanish for '

Eetermlnlng Student
Language Profielapcy

12'J

pinanuns'Aperisoine reoje0

mgookan!nuat Prop os.i. OubmiRtad 1/14/04
Aocoidimg to cotegnOtee Addrieeed in INIT.

COSvetence in Ciesnreoin COsusunicatISW

Place of. Study .11etbuti

IntervIeWsIrvInC,,Ocean View.
Alhamboi4 Inglewood
Glendale Oaf.

Sch. Dist.

-0/4/00

hatters of
sOhjectut POrrole Nowa

task *Myth None
'end task

deicription In
Span./Eng.
natural Sc. Prior*.

budget
4

NevieWere

141,062. FAA

Irvine, Ocean 'flew. Interviews K - 6 Task anelyth Noe
Alhamboa, Inglewood and task
A Glendale tholf. description In
Sch. Dist. Span./Eng. Soc.'

Science trgom.

Rochester, LT.
.

Tucson, AZ

1.1114. V. Ell I mire U frail Conasee

Observations
Statistical:
Analysis

135-SiUdenis Develop and
I - 3 validate

w-systeoatic

observation
procedure

.for cow.
demands in
ell. prgret.
classroom

Ohaervations, Spanish/
interviewee English
elicitation bliingOale
of dlacourie Grade" K.
from stedente, 14 4,-7, 1,
aind analysis 12 ,

RochesAer.
CO.. Sch.
Dist.:

-JO contribute -Tucoon
to:definition Unified
of language'''. School
Proficiency, bletrick
to further

.

dievelop,ond
refine

framework for
discourse
aanlyala

BEST WI:AVAILABLE'

Insborsh switer-coh.es

$30.261

$22,122. r,o,v

taul:platemo,J - modolve Valdea-Faille



Author and
Placer mi .

Origbm ot

Pallegoe7Comez,
Alicia
Gallegoe s
AesoCiatee .t

' Gavot, Gerard:
Individual

cutjerres
Arturo ,
-Education
service
Center

Hayes, Eve
cERAS

Title

1./wRIAGE-ASSMSREKT PROJECT

OfeakdoWn.of prove:wale Submitted 7/14/00
liCeerillng le Categories Addrensed in nEr

Methods for Ameessing Language Prolaciency ii. s rkst sod-Second Language

A Hethodelogical
Studrof the
Assaeiment Of-

Sociolingulatic:
-COmvsteocii of .

Language hinority
Children Entering
Uchool for the'fisst
Time

Development ef a
language Evaluation
Aseessment.Testing
Instrument :

Olacsof StUdy
: N .

San Jefetailfled
School.Orstrictr
National City,
Callifernia

Corpus Christ4.
Texas

s at
.

letter
.

.(10eationnaire
testa,' ,

statistical
analysis'

. Alkihjeci0

240 VispaniC
60 Anglo-

kinclergar-
tenet*

Tests, 400 Need
instrument Start

. . validation etudenta

1!-S Vista

Assessment of Language lcdford
Proficiency of Stuyveetanyl.X.
"gual Children of Haitian Miami, Ma
Origin Kalil

comuoicailire Coupe, .

twice and tangency*

Proficiency Assesa:
went of bilinguaf
Students .

Mexico City, Apx
pan Antonia, TEX

"Limited" Language Sim ;hose, CA
Proficiency of Mexican-7 Redwdod City, 'CA
American Third Grade -Maywood, CA
Studentin,A Problem in
the Definition and
Measuiement of
011inguallam.

Lily if* El:Haire Prnsl Cenceee

Testa:
surveys, and
analysis

tur se .

lb determine San dose Unified' $S3606.25
PPPropriatenesa SchoW0lIttriCt
oUsesseament Aationel City .

devices;
.

TO examine-

JingUiatic
ilfecti-of
'school
expesnre

TO plate and

develop
language
evolextion
easestamont

juStrument

SO dhildren. .To developan None
X-12 instrument to

-mess langualnd
competence lw
English.of
children of

Raltian.ortglfl.

Reviewers

Interviews.
testa,
analysis. Of"
data

Tests,

stabietical
analysis.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

iS 1st graders 10 sepeelfy ,Xmarloau School
Mexico Cityl Charaateristide totaidation,
70 lel grideraer. coMmunica- 41eXiceEltY A
SOUtO Tenet/ tiveeepotente
6111001i of fiSst *coders

. and develop*.
manure Of thsse
competenclee

Ird,.grads -TO,exembie San Jome,CX
Mexican/ , language . P...dwood City, CA
AmeriCan *proficiency, illaywockti,CO

of "limited Sehool listricta
hilinguald"and
determine
Xppropriatenees
of Sainting
joustromfoXs

Deborah Keller-Cehell

$29.162.00 G.X.V

raid Platero. sldes-rallir



r

liUKAHMIC Assti*tog viatirL4:

Stask4owu of propunals Snialitted 7/14/00
becotillug to categories. Pddieseed_is nrP

Hethods foi Apieising LangUage Proficiency An a First and.Second fang4a910

FtF.

Anther and
Place Of

:Origin or
AffillmtbMa

Kimball- tuna,
Fern
Northern New"
Nexito Spoech..
Language
Nearing Center

Malaria. Frank
Individual

Stokes, Nona
dniv. of D.C.

Nebster: Name
Individual

A- Cut teral-Linguistic

Development Assesement
'in the vanish,
Language

A Pilot lest to
Mesiure English.
Pattern Proficl,,
sncy: Among

Bilingual Childreb

Asseesment of
coasineacative
Competence of First
Graders, (Spanish.
Haitian Creole,
English)

Hetalingulstic
Ability in
DI-Cingual High School
Students

Lily N. Fillmore - 0 m Fred peuenee'

1

Plsce of Study

Santa
Snw Sexlco

Shiprock,
Ube City, AZ
,Tebson. AZ

San Francisco), CA

Philadelphia, Ph
New'Vork City .

Schools

Nasbington,
New york, N.V.

noston, MASS

litsUKIl SUblocts. ..;jUrpose

teterelowi,
obeerVetiob,
tests,

statistical '

analyala.

Test,
-statistical
analysis

45 Heed
start

I

*S10100201
Spanish-

lb devise'

develOpmentat
*mink Orel
language'

ms0Osement
tool

Tests, ,

observation.
IntervleWs,
Mrailstical
analysis

Test,

statistical
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